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Abstract

Cancer is a complex, multifaceted disease that operates through dynamic changes

in the genome. Cancer is best understood through the process that generates it –

random mutations operated on by natural selection – and several global hallmarks

that describe its broad mechanisms. While many genes, protein interactions, and

pathways have been enumerated as a kind of “parts” list for cancer, researchers are

attempting to synthesize broader models for inferring and predicting cancer behavior

using high-throughput data and integrative analyses.

The focus of this thesis is on the development of two novel methods that are opti-

mized for the analysis of complex cancer phenotypes. The first method incorporates

ideas from gradient learning with multitask learning to assess statistical dependencies

across multiple related data sets. The second method integrates multiscale analy-

sis on graphs and manifolds developed in applied harmonic analysis with sparse

factor models, a mainstay of applied statistics. This method generates multiscale

factors that are used for inferring hierarchical associations within complex biological

networks. The primary biological focus is the inference of gene and pathway depen-

dencies associated with cancer progression and metastatic disease in prostate cancer.

Significant findings include evidence of Skp2 degradation of the cell-cycle regulator

p27, and the upstream deregulation of the TGF-β pathway, driving prostate cancer

recurrence.
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Introduction

Cancer research in the genomic era has witnessed an explosive growth of biological

data. From 2006 to 2009, the gene expression omnibus (GEO) data repository has

witnessed a 3-fold increase in the number of samples, from 120,000 samples (repre-

senting 3.2 billion biological measurements) in 2006 [1] to over 368,000 samples in

late 20091. This has been generally regarded as a positive step for cancer research,

opening up new research opportunities to study the molecular and cellular processes

that drive the disease. However, this has also put a strain on the traditional scientific

dictum - make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler 2. Simple models

of cancer are being replaced by increasingly complex ones, often improving model

accuracy at the expense of clarity or intuitiveness of the underlying biological mecha-

nism. It is therefore the goal of this thesis to develop methods that are well-adapted

to the unique challenges of cancer data analysis, and that provide as much in the

way of biological interpretability as they do predictive accuracy in deciphering the

mechanisms of the disease.

To set the stage, this introduction will begin by answering the question – what

is the basis for cancer’s complexity? This is followed by a brief discussion of the role

of computation and analytics in reducing this complexity. Finally, the specific goals

and contributions of this thesis will be presented in terms of the methods developed

1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
2 A more nuanced reprise of Occam’s razor which states the simplest explanation is usually the

best ; attributed to Albert Einstein
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and their application to cancer, with a focus on problems in prostate cancer.

The Complexity of Cancer

“There are known knowns...there are known unknowns...[and] there are things we

don’t know we don’t know.” - Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, Feb 12, 2002.

As the 40th anniversary of the official start of the “war on cancer” approaches,

both lay and scientific media outlets have begun to share their opinions on the state

of this war. Several recent articles representative of the public perspective have

had a somewhat dim outlook on the amount of progress made in combatting cancer

[2, 3, 4]. Some of this concern is justified – after almost 40 years of vigorous research

since President Nixon’s passage of the National Cancer Act of 1971, there has not

been an appreciably large decrease in rates of cancer mortality [5]. These criticisms,

however, are often too dismissive of the gains and insights that have been made.3

Cancer research has led to a far superior understanding of the genetics and pathways

of the cell, with implications not only for cancer but other diseases as well; improved

tools for diagnosis and prognosis; and significant advances in surgical, chemical, and

radiological care. Certain cancer types, such as childhood leukemia, have enjoyed

significant success in treating; in other cancer types, such as lung and glioblastoma,

progress has been frustratingly slow. In the final assessment of four decades of

rigorous cancer research, where the biomedical community and general public are

likely to agree is that cancer is an unexpectedly complex disease and, given the

ubiquity of the disease, the war is likely to continue.

Appreciating the full scope of cancer’s complexity is best examined within the

context of its primary mechanism - Darwinian evolution. The body of evidence

3 It should not be overlooked that the state of public sentiment on cancer might be attributable
to the very success of medicine. Since cancer is (primarily) a disease of old age, longer lifespans
will naturally lead to an increase in cancer prevalence and contribute to the sense that cancer is
endemic in the population.
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accumulated over the years demonstrates that cancer is overwhelmingly a genetic

disease, and that the mechanisms behind tumorigenesis and proliferation are driven

by evolutionary forces [6]. The precise nature of these evolutionary forces remains

an area of active investigation, but in many ways cancer behaves similarly to the

macro ecosystems encountered in nature. In a 2004 study, it was demonstrated

that population diversity and not genetic homogenization through clonal expansion

predicted progression in adenocarcinoma [7]. This is consistent with more general

theories from ecology and population dynamics, which posit that diversity, on which

natural selection acts, increases the fitness of the population. In this sense, the

heterogeneity of cancer is paramount with regard to its fitness and tenacity as a

disease. Coupled with the fact that cancer is not a single disease but in fact many

independent diseases (with some common observable traits [8]), the complexity of

cancer cancer becomes much easier to comprehend.

Applying the principles of population dynamics to cancer has led some scientists

to revise the war strategy. One idea has been to establish a “truce”, whereby con-

tainment instead of complete tumor remission is the objective. An example of this is

found in adaptive therapy, which proposes continuous modification of chemotherapy

dosaging with the intent of halting tumor growth rather than its complete eradication

[9]. Adaptive therapy was conceived within the framework of population dynamics,

and as a consequence, treats tumors as organisms with survival mechanisms akin

to any adaptive and evolving species. This therapeutic strategy stands in contrast

to the use of “dose-dense” regimens, the current standard of oncologic care which

administers the maximum dose intensity required to destroy neoplastic cells short

of killing or severely impairing the patient. The risk of this form of treatment is

that it may foster an environment with strong selective pressures, driving a subset

of cells toward chemo-insensitivity, proliferation, and metastasis. In theory, by mit-

igating selective pressures, tumors may eventually reach a kind of homeostasis with
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their environment where they are neither growing nor abating – the efficacy of this

treatment remains to be seen.

What is the relevance of adaptive therapy to the topic of this thesis? It is rep-

resentative of a changing mindset within cancer research – seeing cancer operating

as, and within, a complex system. This idea is not novel, of course, and does not

impugn the imagination of researchers previously. Instead, it reflects the significant

technological innovation that has occurred in molecular biology in the last decade,

with significant qualitative and quantitative impacts on how experiments and anal-

yses are done. Qualitatively, it means that diverse physiological measurements of

cancer may be assessed and integrated into sophisticated models from sources such

as mRNA expression, SNP, microRNA, and methylation data. In quantitative terms,

it means that many more genes, gene products, and pathways may be simultaneously

assessed within the complete context of the genome. These opportunities naturally

extend beyond cancer research to many other biological domains. However, in cancer

the challenges are compounded by the significant biological variation in animals, in-

dividuals, and tumor types. Comprehensive initiatives such as the ENCODE project

[10], Cancer Genome Atlas Project [11], and large scale sequencing projects [12, 13]

have begun to explore the true breadth of this variation. A major goal here is to

place biology in the broadest possible context, so that it might be better understood

as the sum of its parts rather than as a haphazard collection of discrete and indepen-

dent molecular components. These efforts are a natural continuation of the Human

Genome Project [14], replacing piecemeal analysis of genes and genetics with a more

comprehensive and systematic modeling of biology and disease.

Computational analytics in cancer biology

In the last decade, the tools and assays available to molecular biologists have grown

considerably. Yet even today, many biological experiments are several layers removed
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from the phenomena of interest. A consequence is that inference becomes a critical

tool for understanding a biological system, pieced together from numerous indirect

observations. A common example is the use of mRNA expression as a proxy measure

for protein activity. While this has been an effective surrogate for many analyses,

problems abound including weak correlations between some mRNA and their protein

derivatives, failure to measure post-transcriptional control, post-translational modi-

fication and protein phosphorylation, as well as technical variation in the assay itself.

As a whole, these challenges resemble the metaphor posed in Plato’s “Allegory of the

Cave” [15], in which the shadows on the walls offer weak clues about the true forms

of nature - in many respects, biologists are confined to this cave. The role of infer-

ence is therefore an essential tool in data analyses. When the number of measured

variables is small, the human brain is capable of making simple inferences directly.

Today, it is not uncommon for thousand of variables to be measured in a single ex-

periment. In this context, computational and statistical methods are necessary for

a wide range of inferential tasks, including data normalization and de-noising, eval-

uation of correlation and complex associations, and learning the intrinsic structure

of high-dimensional data.

The idea of structure in data is somewhat analogous to the theory of informa-

tion content, an idea formalized by Claude Shannon in his theory of entropy [16].

This theory visualizes data as being generated from a random variable, and the ex-

pected value of this random variable corresponds to the information content of a

data stream. Similarly, all natural processes – whether social, physical, or biological

– behave as stochastic processes with putative underlying generating distributions.

A major goal of computational analysis is then the extraction and quantification of

information content from a body of data to better understand both the distribution

and the underlying process. This is often non-trivial in the biological context, where

confounding factors such as indirect observations, variation in the natural system,
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and technical or background noise make it difficult to separate real content from

noise.

A canonical example of this kind of challenge can be found in the effort to annotate

the protein coding regions in sequenced genomes. Given an input stream of several

billion A,C,G, and T’s, the problem was to detect the locations of (putative) genes

as well as their structural elements, e.g. exon, introns, and promoter regions. An

important analytical tool used to solve this problem was hidden Markov models

(HMMs) [17], a statistical tool that assumes the observable data is generated by

a Markov process with unobservable states. Developed initially for use in speech

recognition in the 1970s, HMMs were found to be extremely relevant in the problem

of decoding nucleotide and amino-acid sequences. The important assumption here

was that, despite the seeming randomness and complexity of the data, biologically

relevant structure was hidden and could be detected using the right algorithm.

The “geometry of cancer” therefore refers to the hidden structure in cancer data.

The term geometry here is descriptive both for its conceptual and methodological

connotations. Conceptually, geometry provides an intuitive framework for analyz-

ing complex systems – structure, shape, and distance are among its core ideas and

facilitate a higher degree of interpretability in its models. Methodologically, geome-

try encompasses a broad, formal, and structured domain in mathematics. Its many

analytical frameworks including graphical models, manifold learning, and dimension

reduction are highly utilized in the methods described in this thesis and influence

the core strategies for building models of cancer.

Goals and Contributions

Just as HMMs were used to find hidden structure in sequence data, the goal of this

thesis is the development of new methods capable of detecting and quantifying hidden

structure in cancer data. Specifically, this thesis will focus on predictive models
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that are simultaneously robust, in the sense of having strong predictive accuracy,

and that are highly interpretable with respect to underlying tumor biology. As

is often the case, robust prediction and interpretable models are at odds, where

one is maximized at the expense of the other. It is important, however, that the

two be optimized conjointly as they may be mutually reinforcing. Critical to this

endeavor will be the concept of similarity, a term that will be made mathematically

precise and explored within the conceptual domain of geometry, and will be used to

quantitatively and qualitatively assess and describe different kinds of association in

the biological context. To this end, two methods will be developed and applied to

cancer data.

Method 1: Multitask

The first method is based on the idea of combining related data sets into a conjoint

supervised model for the purpose of learning the common and independent compo-

nents and their covariances across the different data sets. This method is developed

within the frameworks of multitask learning and hierarchical mixture models, and

utilizes the concept of borrowing strength to exploit (and identify) shared structure.

As motivation for this method, consider the problem of cancer progression and iden-

tifying the pathways and cellular processes driving transitions between cancer stages.

One hypothesis is that stage specific pathways are responsible for neoplastic develop-

ment, in addition to a common set of pathways driving malignancy across all stages.

Edelman et al. [18] explored this problem in prostate cancer progression using a

support vector machine (SVM) [19] adapted to the multitask paradigm [20]. The

model proposed in the thesis extends the multitask framework to include estimation

of the feature (gene) dependencies using the gradient learning methods developed

by Mukherjee, et al. [21, 22]. More broadly, this is a reprise of the inverse regres-

sion problem where structure in the data is learned in the context of regression,
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i.e. conditioned on the response variables. This methodology enables the following

applications: (1) spectral analysis of the common and task specific feature space,

which may be used for building efficient classifiers and comparisons of structural

overlap or similarity and (2) inference of the partial correlations for the construction

of graphical models and analysis of variable dependence.

Method 2: Multiscale

The second method integrates multiscale analysis on graphs and manifolds devel-

oped in harmonic analysis with sparse factor models, a mainstay of applied statistics.

When applied to molecular networks, the factors capture different scales of associa-

tion of gene or gene products, and are often highly interpretable with respect to the

underlying physical or biological processes. The method uses diffusion wavelets [23]

to generate a large dictionary of multiscale factors, which are then used as features in

sparse regression. The inferred factors selected by the regression model correspond

to the biological associations that best explain the phenotypic or response variation

in the system of interest. Unlike other regression models which incorporate only local

or global factors, the factors here span all scales and produce predictive models that

are highly accurate and generalizable.

As before, an example will help motivate this approach. Analysis predicated

on single genes has posed numerous challenges to cancer researchers, primarily due

the significant biological and technical variation associated with most cancers. The

use of a priori defined gene sets, derived from pathway, ontological, or experimental

knowledge ameliorates these issues by assessing “enriched” activity in collections of

genes; this often improves the stability and interpretability of many biological anal-

yses. Despite the advantages that gene set analysis provides, it suffers from another

challenge in interpretability: many gene sets have significant overlaps and yet the

larger context of gene set relatedness and structure is often ignored. The method of
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sparse multiscale regression developed in this thesis addresses this shortcoming by

assessing all possible paths on the gene-set graph, and identifying relevant factors

associated with a specified phenotype. This results in a higher degree of biological

intuition as gene sets can now be assessed in both a local and global context with re-

spect to other pathways and gene sets. Chapters 4 and 5 will demonstrate the utility

of this approach in greater detail, using prostate cancer recurrence and metastatic

disease as motivating analyses.

Applications in cancer

The methods in this thesis are designed to be general, and are as relevant to the

social, psychological, and physical sciences as they are to the biological. A number

of analyses in this thesis will therefore include simulated and non-biological data to

provide a more interpretable and quantifiable assessment of these methods. Likewise,

these methods will be applied to many different kinds of biological data including

gene and gene products, pathways and sets of genes, gene signatures, biological

ontologies, and protein structural domains (to name a few). Ultimately, it is the

goal of this thesis to provide specific insight and understanding to real problems in

cancer biology. To this end, a large portion of this thesis will examine two open

and important problems in prostate cancer. The first problem is the need for better

diagnostic tools to differentiate between indolent and aggressive forms of prostate

cancer4. About 80% of men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer who reach the

age of 80. While 1 in 6 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during his lifetime,

only 1 in 34 will die of the disease [5, 24] – most men who are diagnosed with prostate

cancer will die with the disease, not because of it. Existing methods for predicting

aggressive forms of the disease using serum markers, rectal exams, and pathological

4 A corollary to this problem is the prediction of recurrence in men after treatment with radiation
or radical prostatectomies.
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analysis are imperfect, and often result in false positives and over-treatment without

a clear impact on overall mortality rates [25]. This thesis will examine this problem

using high-throughput expression data for the development of more accurate models,

and for understanding the molecular mechanisms driving aggressive forms of prostate

cancer.

The second problem is associated with androgen-independence in metastatic dis-

ease. Androgen ablation is the primary form of therapy in men with metastatic

prostate cancer. While the immediate response to therapy is often growth cessa-

tion or shrinkage of prostate tumors, the efficacy of the therapy wanes in roughly

two years as tumor cells become androgen independent (hormone-refractory) [26].

Several pathways and mechanisms have been proposed for androgen independence

[27, 28], although little is known about the precise mechanistic details. A better

understanding of this process will be necessary to assist in the development of new

therapeutic approaches. Again, the methods developed in this thesis will be used to

study this problem.

Outline

This topics in this thesis are organized in the following chapters:

Chapter 1 reviews the major biological mechanisms and traits that define cancer,

and highlights some of the challenges associated with building models of cancer as a

consequence of its complexity. A more detailed discussion of two outstanding prob-

lems/questions in prostate cancer is provided: the biological basis of prostate cancer

recurrence and androgen independence in prostate metastatic disease.

Chapter 2 reviews a few of the algorithmic ideas used in the development of this

thesis’ methods. Major areas covered in this chapter include factor analysis, regu-

larization, dimension reduction, and kernel methods, and there use in regression and
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classification.

Chapter 3 develops the method for estimating variable structure and dependence

in multitask learning using gradients. The utility of the method is demonstrated

on simulated data, handwritten digits, a corpus of science documents, and prostate

cancer progression data.

Chapter 4 develops the method for sparse multiscale regression. The following ap-

plications are provided to explore the method’s characteristics: clustering on a data

manifold (swiss-roll); hierarchical clustering using genomic signatures from breast

cancer; computing diffusion distances on an ontology graph and correlating with

protein structure; and regression analysis on a document-word graph.

Chapter 5 describes the method of multiscale pathway analysis, with detailed appli-

cations in understanding AR independence in metastatic prostate cancer, and un-

derstanding the pathways governing prostate cancer recurrence. In the latter case,

immunohistochemical data is analyzed and presented in support of the model find-

ings.

Chapter 6 concludes with an assessment of the thesis’ methods and their relevance

in improving cancer research. Future directions are also discussed.
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1

Cancer Traits and Mechanisms in Prostate Cancer

This chapter begins with a high-level review of the molecular and genetic components

of cancer. This is followed by a closer look at prostate cancer, with a focus on biology

relevant to analyses in later chapters.

1.1 Mapping the landscape of cancer: challenges and opportunities

A major milestone in cancer research has been the enumeration of a set of traits

associated with changes in tumor cell physiology. These traits – defined as self-

sufficiency in growth signals, insensitivity to anti-growth signals, evasion of apoptosis,

limitless cellular replication, vascular recruitment, and tissue invasion – comprise

the “hallmarks of cancer” [8] and represent an important partitioning of the general

mechanisms of pathogenesis. While these hallmarks provide a useful outline for

understanding malignancy, they obscure the fact that the molecular variation that

gives rise to these traits is quite large. This raises a necessary question: is the

heterogeneity and complexity of cancer so large that it will forever elude complete

molecular reductionism? This is likely true, since cancer is a dynamic disease that

adapts to both the environment and genetics of each individual. However, there is a
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lot of room between global characterizations, i.e. hallmarks, and precise mechanistic

models – a biological landscape filled with regular, detectable patterns that has much

to offer in the way of understanding cancer’s pathways and mechanisms.

As described in the introduction, neoplastic development is fundamentally a

stochastic process [29]: random mutations in DNA accumulate over time which,

in the right combination, drive cells toward malignant behavior. Initial conditions to

this process are the germ line mutations passed down from ancestors, and stochas-

ticity is measured by the rate of somatic mutations driven by base-line mutation

rates as well as environmental pressures. Tumorigenesis and cancer progression is

reflected then by the accumulation of these mutations and their effect on pathway

and inter-cellular signaling. An important and open question is which combination

of mutations are required for neoplasms? High-resolution sequence analysis of col-

orectal and breast cancer has revealed that the mutational landscape is quite large

[12, 13], underscoring the complexity of the problem. But these studies also made

two encouraging observations: not all mutations are equally likely with respect to

frequency or malignancy, and that it is often the aggregate of mutations in a common

pathway that determine their effect. This has led to the coinage of “gene mountains

and hills” [13], describing the fact that a few mutated genes were observed with

large frequency, and that most somatic mutations were observed in less the 5% of tu-

mors. Naturally, mountain genes corresponded to previously identified genes such as

KRAS, APC, TP53, and PIK3CA which appear in many forms of neoplasm and have

a direct causal role in carcinogenesis. The etiology of hill genes, on the other hand,

is less clear. A large number of these genes are likely inconsequential, functioning as

passenger mutations with no effect on cellular fitness or impact on pathway behav-

ior. It is possible to infer the impact of hill genes, as was shown in Wood et al. [13].

By looking for enriched sets of genes with somatic mutations, associations with the

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and NF-κB pathways were discovered. This is
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further evidence that in addition to mutations in a few important genes, tumor pro-

gression requires many more gene mutations which, when observed independently,

contribute minimally to tumor growth – only in aggregate can the cumulative effect

be observed.

Adding to the complexity of cancer via nucleotide polymorphisms is the more gen-

eral problem of genomic instability, which raises the spectre that the cancer landscape

may in fact be a moving target. Genomic instability is a result of malfunctioning or

disabled “caretaker” systems [30] which are responsible for repairing damage to DNA

and chromosomes. Damage to this repair system can result in large scale chromo-

somal alterations, including deletions, amplifications, and translocations. Amplifica-

tions may result in upregulation of dominant oncogenes, while deletions contribute to

loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and consequent loss of functionality in recessive tumor

suppressor genes. There is growing evidence that chromosomal translocations may

also have a significant role in cancer. Gene fusions have been identified in a large

number of leukemia [31] and prostate cancer [32] cases. This greatly increases the

complexity of the landscape: in addition to combinations of single mutations, combi-

nations of different genes’ structural elements must now be considered, whereby the

transcriptional and regulatory components of one gene may be co-opted by another.

In light of cancer’s large genetic heterogeneity, even within a specific solid tumor

such as colon or breast, the idea of describing a geometry of cancer may appear

intractable. There are several considerations to this. First, while the space of possible

carcino-related mutations and modifications may be quite large, all events are not

equally likely. This is clearly evidenced in the common mutation or deregulation

of the p53 [33, 34] and Rb [35, 36] tumor suppressor genes. Second, the idea of

constraining the space of point mutations and affected pathways via minimization

of selective pressures is possible, evidenced by adaptive therapy as one example

[9, 6]. Lastly, it is reasonable to conclude that a single model of cancer is unlikely
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and is a central point of this thesis: the complexity of cancer requires multiple

models with multiple perspectives to reveal the dynamic and complex mechanisms

of carcinogenesis. The models proposed in later chapters reflect this need for diverse

analytical approaches.

1.2 Prostate Cancer

Given that the genotype and phenotype of cancer is broad and heterogeneous, this

thesis will focus more closely on the biology and associated problems in prostate

cancer. This will also serve as background material for the prostate experiments

in chapters 3 & 4, followed in chapter 5 by a detailed analysis of prostate cancer

recurrence and hormone-refractory metastatic prostate cancer.

1.2.1 Background

The prostate is a glandular, hormone sensitive organ part of the male mammalian

reproductive system. Prostate cancer (PC) is the second leading cause of cancer

mortality after lung cancer, and approximately 30,000 men in the United States will

die of prostate metastatic disease annually [24]. Like most cancers, prostate cancer

is genetically heterogeneous, challenging efforts to create models that can predict

clinical behavior and elucidate its molecular mechanisms.

For the last twenty years, prostate specific antigen (PSA; gene name Kallikrein

3, KLK3) based screening has been used to evaluate and predict risk associated with

prostate cancer [37]. The screen is non-invasive and measures the levels of PSA in

serum. While PSA has been shown to be correlated with aggressive forms of PC

[38], the screen has met with some criticism as a prognostic tool due to its high rate

of false positives. Despite the fact that PSA is emitted at concentrations 10 times

higher in PC tissue than benign tissue [39], elevated PSA is still often confused with

benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH), a non-cancerous enlargement of the prostate. In
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addition, there is concern about PSA’s overall ability to reduce mortality rates in

PC. Two high-profile studies were initiated in the early 1990s to measure the efficacy

of PSA testing in reducing mortality rates: initial reports from one of these studies

demonstrated that there was no benefit to PSA [25] while the second study had mixed

results [40]. Despite these concerns however, PSA remains an important biomarker

- although it has a high Type I error rate, its low Type II error rate continue to

make it an important prognostic tool for assessing risk. It’s biological relevance is

likely associated with its transcriptional regulation by androgen receptor (AR) [41],

an important mechanism of prostate cancer and discussed in greater detail below.

More recently, the use of PSA kinetics (PSA velocity or doubling) has been pro-

posed as an alternative to PSA levels for assessing pretreatment risk [42, 43, 44].

However, this too has met with contradictory evidence in which a study concluded

that PSA kinetics did not improve outcome prediction better than PSA levels alone

[45]; a follow-up rebuttal stated that PSA kinetics should be used only in those

circumstances where PSA levels, Gleason, and other staging information were am-

biguous [46]. Despite what was once considered a promising alternative to PSA, it

is not clear that PSA kinetics will be a robust replacement for current PSA.

The second staple of prostate prognosis is the Gleason grading system - a patho-

logic examination of prostate tissue based on morphologic patterns [47]. The scor-

ing system is numbered from grade 1 for well-differentiated and “normal” looking

prostate cancer cells to grade 5, poorly differentiated cells (Fig 1.1). Because prostate

cancer is usually multifocal, several core biopsies are performed and the Gleason score

is calculated as the sum of the two most prevalent patterns. While higher Gleason

scores have been demonstrated to be a good predictor for more aggressive forms of

PC cancer [48], the desire to have a more quantitative-based measure of PC risk has

sharpened focus on the use of molecular assays and genomic signatures to understand

the sub-cellular biology.
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Figure 1.1: Dr Gleason’s cartoon of the 5 grades of prostate cancer. Adapted from
Gleason DF. The Veteran’s Administration Cooperative Urologic Research Group:
histologic grading and clinical staging of prostatic carcinoma. In Tannenbaum M
(ed.) Urologic Pathology: The Prostate. Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia, 1977; 171-
198.

1.2.2 Genetics of Prostate Cancer

Despite the clear genetic basis for prostate cancer, identification of a single locus

associated with a significantly elevated risk for PC has not produced results akin to

the prognostic markers of BRCA1,BRCA2 in breast cancer or APC in colon cancer.

Several investigations using linkage scans have attempted to discover germ line prog-

nostic markers but without much success [49] – the failure to associate a specific locus

with PC is likely due to multiple, common polymorphisms with low penetrance [50].

Genome-wide associations studies using a case-control design have produced clearer

and more consistent results. Multiple studies using single-nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) to associate genetic variation with PC have led to the identification of 2 loci

within the 8q24 chromosome region [51, 52]. While these loci are close to the MYC

gene and have led some to speculate on a causal role, these loci are in non-coding

regions and their mechanistic influence remains a mystery.

Somatic modifications have also been carefully studied to decipher the etiology
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of PC, including point-mutations, copy-number changes, and translocation. Onco-

genes, by definition, are implicated in initiation and progression in many forms of

cancer, and have therefore been a focus of many PC specific studies. Oncogenes are

dominant in the sense that only a single allele is generally required to produce a

neoplastic response, and can be activated by point mutations, amplifications, and

translocations. Examples of these includes KRAS point mutations in lung cancer

[53], copy number amplifications of ERBB2 (Her2/Neu) in breast cancer [54], and

the ABL/BCR translocation in in chronic myeloid leukemia [31]. In prostate cancer,

the role of oncogenes in initiation and progression is less clear. The RAS family of

oncogenes were not found to have any useful prognostic information [55] in PC, and

RAS mutations were found to be rare in PC from men in the United States [56, 57].

The oncogene and transcription factor c-MYC has shown more significant association

with PC, although it too has failed as a prognostic marker in local PC [58]. However,

murine models have shown that c-MYC expression can transform prostate epithelial

cells into tumors [59], and Bubendorf, et al [60] demonstrated an association with

c-MYC and metastatic progression.

In contrast to oncogenes which, once activated by mutation or high levels of

expression, induce carcinogenic behavior, tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) constrain

tumorigenesis via their activity. While oncogenes operate according to the dominant

genetic model, i.e. only one allele need be active to produce a phenotype, TSGs

are disabled according to the ‘two-hit’ hypothesis [61] in which a mutation or loss

in both alleles is required to inactivate a TSG. Therefore, heterozygous alleles (one

mutant and one wild-type) preserves the tumor suppressive functionality of a TSG.

Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) describes the loss of functionality due to a mutation

or deletion in the wild-type allele. TSGs are frequently involved in cell-cycle control,

and more broadly regulate cell proliferation, genomic stability and DNA repair, and

apoptosis [29, 62]. Inactivation of one or more TSGs is generally required for can-
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cer initiation, and like oncogenes, different TSGs are associated with different cell

types. While retinoblastoma (Rb) gene was the first discovered TSG [61], the most

widely complicit TSG in tumors is p53 – implicated in over 50% of all cancers and

involved in the apoptotic response [29, 63]. In prostate cancer, the lipid phosphatase

PTEN is an important TSG due to its antagonism of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase

(PI3K) signaling pathway [64]. Downstream of PI3K is Akt, found to have elevated

activity in many prostate tumors [65] and associated with both cell growth and cell

survival. Additional studies using mouse models have confirmed the role of Akt in

the development of prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) [66].

Tumor suppressor genes such as Rb, p53, and PTEN represent a subclass of

TSGs known as gatekeepers, which are directly linked to repression of neoplastic

mechanisms. Another class of TSGs – the caretakers – are more broadly responsible

for maintaining genomic health by repairing DNA and other genomic abnormalities.

Mutations or deletions of caretakers naturally increase genomic instability, thereby

increasing the chance of mutation event in an oncogene or gatekeeper TSG. BRAC

1 and 2 are examples of caretakers, which in the case of breast cancer increase the

likelihood of developing cancer 40-70% [5]. While mutations in BRAC1 and 2 do

not automatically produce a neoplastic phenotype, the significant increase in risk of

tumor development is associated with the increased level of genomic instability.

Although there is no equivalent of the BRAC1/2 in prostate cancer, there is

mounting evidence that the by-product of genomic instability is a common feature

of prostate tumors. In 2005, Tomlins, et al. [32] reported on two mutually exclusive

gene fusions found between TMPRSS2 and the ETS family of transcription factors

- ERG or ETV1; this was followed a year later with the discovery of a 3rd fusion

TMPRSS2-ETV4 [67]. In subsequent analysis, they estimated that approximately

70% of clinically localized prostate cancers harbor this gene fusion [68]. This repre-

sents the discovery of an important biomarker, as well a revealing biological mecha-
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nism for a broad class of patients with PC. TMPRSS2 is known to be regulated by

androgen in cell lines [69], presumably by androgen response elements (AREs) in its

promotor region. The biological consequence of these gene fusions is upregulation of

ETS transcription factors via TMPRSS2’s promotor elements.

1.2.3 Androgen and Prostate Cancer

The role of androgens in normal prostate and prostate cancer growth was established

over 50 years ago by Charles Hodges and Charles Huggins, for which the later was

awarded the Nobel Prize in medicine. They were able to shown the importance of

androgen in the growth and maintenance of normal prostate cells and PC. In the

intervening years since that discovery, many pathways and interactions of androgen

in prostate cells have been well described. The canonical model describes the binding

of dihydrotestosterone to androgen receptors (AR) in the cytoplasm of prostate ep-

ithelial cells [27]. This binding causes the disassociation of heat-shock proteins from

AR permitting the translocation of AR into the nucleus, where it can then bind to

androgen response elements (AREs) on DNA and activate gene transcription. The

most well-studied target of AR ligand and coactivators is PSA (KLK3), where it

was shown that AR can bind in PSA enhancer regions and communicate with the

promoter region through chromosomal looping [70, 71].

Unfortunately, much less is known about other potential ARE containing genes,

or the manner in which AR ligand might regulate them through cis-regulatory ele-

ments and co-activators. The method of chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) -

an antibody based assay to locate DNA-binding proteins along the chromosome - has

been used to expand this list and identify putative genes that may be responsive to

AR. Wang et al [71] recently surveyed chromosome 21 and 22 for AREs using ChIP

with tiled oligonucleotide microarrays [72] (ChIP-on-chip) in the androgen sensitive

LNCaP cell line and identified 90 AR binding sites, including a non-canonical ARE
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motif in the TMPRSS2 promotor region. They also observed that most AREs were

far from genes, suggesting their role was primarily as enhancers and not promoters.

Lastly, the transcription factors Oct1 and GATA2 were found to be collaborators

in AR-binding and promoted prostate cancer progression in the LNCaP cell lines.

Given these findings as well as the large number of putative AR binding regions on

these 2 chromosomes alone, much more analyses remains to be done on the remaining

chromosomes to fully comprehend the transcriptional network involved with AR.

Since Hodges and Huggins discovery of androgens’ role in prostate cancer progres-

sion, androgen ablation therapy has become the primary therapeutic for late stage

prostate cancer. This therapy usually takes one of two forms: (a) chemical castration

to reduce the production of androgens or (b) antiandrogens that competitively bind

to androgen receptors or via recruitment of corepressors. While the immediate effect

of androgen ablation therapy is to shrink both tumor size as well as reduce PSA lev-

els, after 2-4 years most PC tumors become hormone refractory and resume cancer

progression [26]. At this point, PC tumors are described as androgen independent

and patients are left few therapeutic options aside from palliative care.

The mechanism by which PC cells becomes androgen independent is controversial,

and remains an active area of research. However, several theories have been proposed

and demonstrated in vitro and in vivo as potential mechanisms [28, 27]:

• Hypersensitive pathway

• Promiscuous receptor

• Outlaw pathway

• Coactivators and corepressors

• Bypass pathway
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• PC stem cells

The idea of the hypersensitive pathway is that the “normal” AR pathway is unal-

tered, but instead requires less AR ligand to be activated. This increased sensitivity

is thought to be acquired by a mutation of the AR gene or by some other form

of gene amplification. Alternatively, it’s been proposed that PC cells themselves

may produce androgens thereby activating the AR pathway [73]. The promiscu-

ous receptor hypothesis posits that AR may be activated by steroidal ligand other

than testosterone and dihydrotestosterone (DHT). Mutations in domain-binding re-

gions of AR permit promiscuous binding by non-androgens and consequent activation

of AR pathway elements downstream. Similarly, the outlaw pathway achieves AR

activation with non-steroidal ligands, possibly through phosphorylation by growth

factors or cytokines. Many coactivators and corepressors have been identified in PC.

Changes in the levels of these factors represent the 4th mechanism for altering AR

pathway.

The fifth mechanism listed above - the bypass pathway - represents true AR in-

dependence. Here, the androgen receptor is bypassed completely for the survival

and growth of prostate cancer cells, and presents itself as a “classical” cancer hall-

mark with apoptotic evasion. This pathway was described earlier, and consists of

PTEN loss followed by activation of the Pi3K pathway as well as AKT, leading to

modulation of apoptosis.

These six mechanisms of AR independence are not mutually exclusive, and some

or all of them might be activated in varying degrees within a prostate tumor. To

assess the activation state of these pathways, recent attention has focused on the

development of computational models to differentiate between these mechanisms for

AR independence. One example includes the work of Mendiratta, et al. [74], where

an AR “signature” was developed to detect activation of the AR pathway. The
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signature is based on a meta-gene model used to measure the differential activation-

deactivation in the context of a dichotomous phenotype [75]. Briefly, the model is

a Bayesian probit regression model which uses the singular valued vectors (SVD)

from genomic data as the model features. The output is an enrichment score for a

given sample, measured as the posterior probability of an enriched phenotype. In

the work of Bild, et al., several oncogenic signatures were developed by transfecting

well-known oncogenes or related transcription factors (i.e. BCAT, E2F1, Src, Ras,

PI3K, & Myc) into human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs) and compared against

green fluorescent protein (GFP). In theory, the signature measures the amount of

downstream activity due to activation or over-expression of the oncogene in question.

The AR signature was developed using chemical exposure, unlike the signatures

by Bild et al. which induced pathway activity by transfection of an oncogene. By

exposing androgen sensitive LNCaP cells lines to dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and

comparing to LNCaP without exposure, the AR signature measures the downstream

transcriptional activity of AR activation. The basic mechanism of DHT exposure in

prostate cancer has been carefully studied and is largely known: 5-alpha reductase

converts testosterone to DHT, which then binds to AR causing a conformational

change and disassociation of heat shock proteins, allowing migration of AR from

the cytoplasm to the nucleus where it binds to androgen response elements (AREs)

and regulates androgen responsive genes. Molecular activity downstream of this cas-

cade, however, is not well known. The intent of the AR signature is to capture this

downstream activity, and to distinguish between tumors that are truly AR indepen-

dent and not just castration independent, i.e. non-responsive to hormone ablation

therapy.
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1.3 Summary

Any review of cancer’s mechanisms is always challenged by two extremes: in one

extreme, cancer’s large heterogeneity provokes an exhaustive and detailed enumera-

tion of pathways, mutations, and cellular processes that are believed to contribute to

the cancer phenotype. The other extreme describes cancer’s mechanisms with broad

strokes – this has already been successfully achieved by others, most notably by

Hanahan and Weinberg [8]. This chapter therefore provided an overview of the gen-

eral mechanisms shared by most adenocarcinomas, and descended more deeply into

the specific molecular landscape of prostate cancer. This too was restricted largely

to those mechanisms that will be relevant in later chapters, specifically the molec-

ular biology related to androgen independence and progression in prostate cancer.

This discussion culminates in Chapter 5, which explores the mechanisms of prostate

cancer using the tools and methods developed in the intervening chapters.
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2

Analysis in the “large p, small n” paradigm

“Large p, small n” describes an increasingly common setting in molecular biology

today, where the number of observable variables p exceeds the number of samples

n. Such a system is described as low-rank or under-determined, and requires the

addition of constraints before analyses such as regression, inversion, or other analytic

operations can be made tractable. Many techniques have evolved to handle this

problem, most of which are motivated by the principle of parsimony, that is, the

reduction of a large feature space into fewer components or factors. Among the

major categories of methods are component analysis, factor analysis, and clustering

methods which generate summaries of the observable variables based on different

assumptions of the data. This chapter reviews various general methods for inferring

geometries from high-dimensional data, and a discussion of their use on various kinds

of biological data.

2.1 Factors as Data Structure

The concept of factors is important as it serves as a conceptual and mathematical

foundation for the methods developed in chapters 3 and 4. Generally, factors refer to
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compact representations of a data matrix X that correspond to the intrinsic structure

of the data. The motivation for this is often computational tractability and stability

for analyses on X, as well as enhanced interpretability. Another motivation for

factors is to represent latent or hidden structure in the data that is assumed to be

generated by or correlated with a natural process. The general problem of factor

discovery has a rich history and has been studied independently in the analytical

domains of computer and statistical science.

2.1.1 Component Analysis

Suppose we have a p × n dataset X consisting of n datavectors, and xi ∈ Rp for

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In problems of high-dimensionality, it is often assumed that the data

points lie on or near a manifold with dimensionality d, where d < p and in most

cases, d << p. The intrinsic dimensionality d is not known, except in the case of

simulations, and the problem of inference of d is an ill-conditioned problem, requiring

certain assumptions about the properties of X - in statistics this problem is described

by the concept of identifiability.

Formally, the problem is to define a low-dimension embedding of X such that

F = MX or F ≈MX.

where the columns in F reside in Rd, and M defines a low-dimensional mapping.

In the approximation case, the objective is to find a matrix Md that can maximally

preserve in F the geometry contained in X, such that ||F̂ −MdX||F < ε with || · ||F

defined as the Frobenius norm. One solution to this problem is obtained by the

singular value decomposition (SVD), defined as follows:

X = UΣV T (2.1)

where U is the p× p matrix of left, orthogonal eigenvectors, Σ is the p× d diagonal

matrix of singular values {σ1, . . . , σd}, and V is the d× n matrix of right orthogonal
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eigenvectors. This can be rewritten as

(UΣ)−1X = V T →MX = F

where F = V T and M = (UΣ)−1. M therefore defines a linear basis in Rd, and F is

the low-dimensional projection of X on this basis. In this context, M is comprised

of d factors which represent distinct structural elements of the data. Because these

factors are orthogonal, there is a natural interpretation of these factors as being

linearly independent.

The method of principal components analysis (PCA) is mathematically linked to

the SVD, and provides some intuition about the nature of M . First discovered in

the early 20th century [76], the objective of PCA is to identify a linear (orthogonal)

basis of reduced dimensionality that maximally preserves the variance in X – this is

tantamount to finding a rotation in the direction(s) of maximal variance. The solu-

tion to this problem was discovered to be the eigen-decomposition of the covariance

matrix of X. Define R as the covariance of X, i.e. 1
n
(X − X̄)(X − X̄)T ; then

R = UΣUT .

Since R is a matrix of (at most) rank n, then U defines an orthogonal basis for a

d-dimensional space, where d < n. Further dimension reduction can be achieved by

selecting the top d eigenvectors such that

∑d
i=1 σi∑p
i=1 σi

< c

where c represents some fraction of the total variance.

The link between PCA and SVD can be trivially shown. Define Xc as the mean
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Figure 2.1: PCA on Gaussian cloud. Arrows correspond to principal components,
i.e. directions of maximal variance. [Adapted from the Wikimedia Commons file
Image:GaussianScatterPCA.png ]

centered matrix of X, then:

XcX
T
c = UΣV T (UΣV T )T

= UΣV TV ΣUT

= UΣ2UT .

Therefore, PCA is related to SVD through a quadratic scaling of the eigenvalues.

One of the earliest applications of SVD to genomic expression data for inference

of global biological structure dates back to 2000 with the publication of Alter, et al

[77]. The term “eigengenes” and “eigenassays” arose from this work, which showed

how a gene or sample could be reconstructed as a weighted linear combination of a

few eigengenes or eigenassays, respectively. It also permitted a way of analyzing the

complexity of the data by assessing how many significant factors were present, i.e.

by examining the number of large eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix Σ. Lastly, it

was shown how the SVD permitted the removal of noise or technical bias from a data
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set by setting the associated factor’s eigenvalue to zero, and then reconstructing the

data matrix X.

2.1.2 Factor Analysis

Like PCA, factor analysis dates back to the early 20th century where its invention

is often credited to Charles Spearman (the same Spearman of the eponymous rank

correlation). Spearman was interested in the underlying characteristics of intelligence

– a latent factor that could explain cognitive performance. Analysis of psychometric

data using his factor approach led ultimately to his g-theory [78]; this was followed

by many others using attempts to describe intelligence as a combination of a few

latent factors.

The following mathematical notation describes the factor model. Given n data

vectors xi, i = {1, · · · , n}, the factor model relates each xi to a k-vector of random

variables fi via the p× k factor loading matrix A and idiosyncratic noise εi:

xi = µ+ Afi + εi. (2.2)

The model has the following assumptions: each fi are independent with fi ∼ N(0, Ik),

εi ⊥⊥ fi ∀i, and εi ∈ Rp are independent where εi ∼ Np(0,Ψ). Determination of

the number of factors k is a non-trivial problem and is often fixed in advanced.

Also, inference of the factor loadings in A is ill-conditioned and requires imposing

conditions on A to address issues of identifiability.

To understand what factor analysis is doing, it is helpful to compare with SVD

and principal components analysis. In many ways, the SVD looks similar to the

factor model where, given the SVD X = UΣV T = UF , the columns of F are the

factors and U is the loading matrix. The differences become more apparent when

examining the covariance of X. It was already shown how the components from

PCA correspond to the eigenvectors of the matrix. The relationship of factors from
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factor analysis to the covariance can be observed in the following:

cov(x− µ) = cov(Af + ε)

(x− µ)(x− µ)T = A cov(F )AT + Ψ

R = AAT + Ψ

It is now apparent that the factors model the common covariance, i.e. all the off-

diagonal elements of R and the common part of the diagonal, while the diagonal

matrix Ψ corresponds to the unique or idiosyncratic variance of each variable. The

components from PCA in contrast utilize the total variance of the data.

A more fully Bayesian factor model was developed by Carvalho, et al [79] pro-

viding two important extensions to the factor model written in Eq. (2.2): joint

modeling using response variables, and prior distributions for sparsity on A and

number of factors k . This model takes the form

xi = µ+ Bhi + Af i + ψi

which differs from Eq (2.2) by its inclusion of the p×r matrix of regression parameters

B and known response data or covariates hi for sample i. The factors fi now account

for variation in xi not predicted by the regression Bhi, as well as the technical or

measurement error modeled by ψi. The latent factor distribution on f is a Dirichlet

prior permitting a non-parametric sampling distribution on f . The factor loading

matrix A assumes a sparse prior where each element αg,j has the form

αg,j ∼ (1− πg,j)δ0(αg,j) + πg,jN(0, τj)

for variables g = 1, . . . , p and factors j = 1, . . . , k, and δ0 is the Dirac delta function

at 0. The parameter πg,j controls the probability of variable g being associated with

factor j. Complete details concerning treatment of sparsity in the factor matrix

can be found in [79]. Estimation of posterior distributions for all parameters was

calculated using Markov chain monte carlo (MCMC).
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The utility of this factor model was demonstrated on exploring pathway modules

in oncogenic signaling networks[80]. The modules corresponds to the factors gener-

ated from the model. It was applied to the NCI60, a diverse dataset of 59 cancer

cell lines, and seeded with a set of genes known to be involved in the Ras oncogenic

pathway. A set of 20 factors emerged from this analysis – several of these factors were

shown to correspond to sub-modules in the Ras pathway, particularly the Raf, Ral,

and PI3K sub-pathways. The same analysis was performed on genes associated with

the E2F pathway, and sub-modules associated with the distinct cell-cycle transitions

of G1 → S and G2 → M were determined. These experiments demonstrate how

factor analysis can be used to uncover hidden or latent structure in high-dimensional

data, with significant biological relevance.

Dimension Reduction

PCA represents one of the oldest and most well-known (and well-used) techniques for

dimension reduction. In the last two decades, many new methods have been proposed

and applied to high-dimensional data sets to infer low-dimensional manifolds. Many

of these methods accommodate different intrinsic structure in the data beyond the

global, linear structure that PCA presumes. Kernel PCA [81], for example, utilizes

a kernel matrix computed by a kernel function:

kij = κ(xi, xj)

where i and j represent data points. The algorithm is highly dependent on choices of

the kernel function, which may emphasize local or global structure as well as linear

or non-linear relationships. Kernel PCA then computes eigenvectors of the kernel

matrix instead of the covariance matrix, as in traditional PCA.

Two additional methods that focus on preserving local properties of the manifold

are Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [82] and Laplacian Eigenmaps [83]. LLE assumes
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local data, defined in terms of k-nearest neighbors, is approximately linear and can

be fit by a hyperplane, i.e. a weighted linear combination defined by the vector

Wi for the k-points around i. The low-dimensional representation can be found by

minimizing the cost function

φ(X) =
∑
i

(xi −
k∑
j=1

wijxij)
2.

The low-dimensional representation is easily shown to be the eigenvectors corre-

sponding to the d-smallest (non-zero) eigenvalues of (I −W ) where I is the n × k

identity matrix:

φ(X) = (X −WX)2 = (I −W )(I −W )TX.

Similarly, the method of Laplacian eigenmaps infers the low-dimensional manifold

by preserving local distances. The method first constructs a neighborhood graph G

using a Gaussian kernel function, i.e. wij = e||xi−xj ||
2/2σ2

. The cost function is written

as

φ(X) =
∑
ij

(xi − xj)2wij

where large weights values in wij correspond to short distances. Therefore, the min-

imization of this cost function will tend to collapse together points that are short

distances to each other. The solution to this problem was shown to be the eigen-

vectors corresponding to the d-largest eigenvalues from the generalized eigenvalue

problem

Lv = λMv.

Here, L is the graph Laplacian computed as L = M−W and M is the degree matrix

of the graph G, i.e., mii =
∑

j wij.

There are of course many other dimension reduction techniques that emphasize or

preserve various kinds of structure in data – the few discussed here should hopefully
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motivate the general idea of low-dimensional manifolds in high-dimensional data.

The methods presented in chapter 3 and 4 begin with a similar assumption, and

attempt to learn and exploit the natural geometry of the data for building robust

classifiers and to understand the biological significance of the data.

2.2 Regression and Classification

The advent of cheap processing power, high volume data storage, and advanced

technologies for data gathering has brought with it new problems in computational

analyses. Among these challenges is the problem of analyzing high-dimensional data,

where often the ability to measure observable phenomena outpaces the collection of

samples – a setting refered to a the “large p, small n” paradigm. The problems

associated with this context begins with the simple observation that the rank of

any matrix is as large as its smallest dimension, in this case n. Furthermore, in

many social, physical, or biological settings, many of the variables are often high

correlated, contributing to the ill-conditioning of the data matrix. Regression in the

context is highly under-determined, requiring dimension reduction, feature selection,

or the introduction of some a priori constraints to the regression problem before a

solution can be found.

The use of factorization and dimension reduction, introduced in the previous

section, followed by regression on these factors is one strategy. An example of this

is SVD regression which uses the d right eigenvectors as its factors. Given the p× n

matrix X, the standard regression problem is formulated as

y = X ′b+ ε

where y are the response variables and b is the p-dimensional vectors of regression

coefficients. The SVD formulation recasts the problem as

yi = g′vi + ε
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where y is the response variable for the ith sample, g is the d-dimensional vector of

regression coefficients such that g = ΣdUdb
′, and vi is the right eigen-vector associated

with sample i [see Eq. (2.1)]. Because the factors in V are orthogonal, and because

d < n << p, the factors are independent and admit a unique solution. This general

model was adapted to the Bayesian framework in West, et al [84] to predict clinical

outcome in breast cancer patients using mRNA expression data.

An alternative strategy is to constrain the regression model by use of a regular-

ization term, or shrinkage prior, which sets bounds to the parameters in the model.

Regularization can prevent overfitting of the model, and provides a mechanism for

controlling the so-called “variance-bias” tradeoff [85]. Regularized regression has the

following general form

f̂ = arg min
f

[
n∑
i=1

L(yi, f(xi)) + λJ(f)

]
(2.3)

where L(·) and J(f) are the loss and penalty function, respectively. A penalty

function with the form

J(f) =

∫
f ′′(t)

2
dt

would penalize curvature in the function, and larger values of the regularization

term λ would favor smoother functions. The concept of regularization can be better

understood through an example. The next section will therefore provide a brief

derivation of the regularized least-squares, known as ridge regression.

2.2.1 Regularization Example: Ridge Regression

For the purposes of this section and with no loss of generality, assume xij are stan-

dardized such
∑

i xij/n = 0,
∑

i x
2
ij/n = 1, and ȳ = 0. The theory of Gauss-Markov
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states that the least squared estimator, with the form

b̂ = arg min
b∈R

(y −X′b)2 (2.4)

has the smallest mean squared error with no bias. The optimal b can be found be

taking the derivative of this function and setting to zero; the solution yields

b̂ = (XTX)−1XTy.

An immediate problem is evident from this result in the context of “large p, small

n” – X is singular and therefore XTX is also singular, making it non-invertible.

Adding a regularization term to the least squares problem in Eq. (2.4) transforms

the optimization problem into the form

b̂ = arg min
b∈R

(y −X′b)2 + λ||b||2

with the solution written as

b̂ = (XTX + λI)−1XTy. (2.5)

The matrix XTX becomes invertible with the addition of the scaled identity matrix,

allowing the estimation of b̂.

As further intuition about how the regularization parameter controls the variance-

bias in ridge regression, it is helpful to consider it in the context of SVD. Substituting

the SVD matrices from Eq. (2.1) into Eq.(2.5) yields the following [85]:

Xb̂ = X(XTX + λI)−1XTy

= UΣ(Σ2 + λI)−1ΣUTy

=

p∑
j=1

uj
σ2
j

σ2
j + λ

uTj y.
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From this, it is evident that an eigenvector uj associated with a smaller eigenvalue

σj will be penalized more. How this differs from selection of the top d eigenvec-

tors should be made clear: all components in ridge regression are utilized, where

components with small eigenvalues undergo greater shrinkage.

2.2.2 Regularization Examples: Lasso and SVM

Ridge regression represents just one form of regularized regression for linear models.

The Lasso is another, and differs from ridge in the penalty function. Whereas the

ridge uses a L2 norm penalty on the coefficients, i.e. ||b||2, Lasso has a L1 norm

penalty written as |b|. The interesting result in this change of penalty is that many

of the b coefficients become directly zero. Therefore, Lasso functions both as a

subset feature selector and as a form of ridge regression, and hence its name - ‘Least

Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator’. Because of the sparsity obtained in the

parameter estimation, Lasso is considered to provide greater interpretability. This

is an important concept that will be explored at greater length in the context of

multiscale regression in Chapter 4.

A final example of regularized regression is the method of Support Vector Ma-

chines (SVM) [19]. SVM is formulated similarly to ridge regression, including an L2

penalty function. Where it differs is the replacement of the squared error with a

hinge loss function. The full regularized problem is written

b̂ = arg min
b∈Rp

n∑
i=1

[
1− yi(xTi b)

]
+

+
λ

2
||b||2

where y ∈ −1,+1, denoting class labels, and the hinge loss L[z]+ is defined as

max(0, z). The specific examples of methods for regularized regression have so far

involved linear combinations of data in the form f(x) = X ′b. However, the form

of regularized regression in Eq. (2.3) is general and admits any kind of function,
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including non-linear transformations of the data often obtained by use of kernel

functions.

2.3 Summary

This chapter reviewed some of the general mathematical concepts used by the meth-

ods developed in chapter 3 & 4. The principle motivation of these techniques is to

discover the intrinsic structure of the data, often assumed to be a low-dimensional

manifold. With most problems involving high-dimensional data, i.e. low-rank matri-

ces, often a decision is required about how to constrain the problem. In this chapter,

two general methods were presented: truncation and regularization. Truncation

was observed in a number of methods based on spectral analysis, where the top d

components were selected and the remaining ignored. Regularization is an alterna-

tive, demonstrated in the matrix inversion and regression problems which utilizes all

components, but imposes bounds to the solution by controlling the shrinkage of the

components. Both truncation and shrinkage by regularization are core algorithmic

concepts utilized in the following chapters.
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3

Estimating variable structure and dependence in
multitask learning via gradients

3.1 Introduction

The problem of dimension reduction in the context of regression models is of fun-

damental interest in the physical and biological sciences and has a storied history

[86, 76, 87]. For much of biological and psychometric data, regression modeling

needs to be extended to respect dependencies between observations based on tem-

poral, structural, or general subgroup structure due to the way the data is collected.

Classic examples of these regression models fall under the purview of Bayesian hierar-

chical models, hierarchical models with mixed effects, and in the context of machine

learning, multitask models. These models are closely related and can be restated as

independent models connected by shared hyper-priors and seek to combine similar

data for analysis under a single model, rather than each separately. In this paper

we develop a method for simultaneous dimension reduction and inference of depen-

dence structure for Bayesian hierarchical or multitask regression models. We first

motivate the method with an important applied problem in whole genome analysis
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or expression analysis in cancer genetics.

Cancer like many complex traits is a heterogeneous disease requiring the accu-

mulation of mutations in order to proceed through tumorigenesis, and an important

problem is to predict and infer the mechanism for cancer progression. For any par-

ticular cancer the genetic heterogeneity of the disease is caused by two main sources:

the stage or phenotypic variation of the disease and variability across individuals.

A regression model can be built for each disease state to address the heterogeneity

across the disease stage and one can select genes that are strongly correlated with

progression. The problem with this stratification approach is loss of power due to

smaller sample sizes in each separate model and the fact that few genes or features

individually may be predictive of phenotype. A natural paradigm to address this

loss of power is to borrow strength across samples – multitask learning – and borrow

strength across genes – simultaneous dimension reduction and regression. We return

to this application in subsection 3.5.4 where we model the progression of prostate

cancer.

This same problem arises in more classical artificial intelligence applications such

as digit classification and text categorization since both documents and images of dig-

its have hierarchical structure. In subsection 3.5.2 we illustrate this, demonstrating

that inference of the distinction between a “5” and an “8” helps with discriminating

a “3” from an “8.” In this case we are borrowing strength across the digit images

and learning linear combinations of pixels that are predictive subspaces.

The argument behind multitask learning is that pooling related samples (tasks)

together in a joint analysis can improve predictive accuracy [88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94],

especially under conditions where there are few samples. Typically in this framework

the idea of data similarity is traditionally considered in one of two distinct ways:

sharing a similar discriminative function, or having variables or features that tend

to covary. Our objective is to model these two properties of the data conjointly to
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uncover shared structure between tasks (dependent task variables) as well as the task

specific structure (independent task variables).

We will show that this conjoint analysis across tasks as well as dependence struc-

ture results in more accurate predictive models than addressing each task individu-

ally. However, a point of emphasis of this paper is that the inference of the predictive

geometry and dependencies between variables is of vital importance to interpret the

results of our models. This point is stressed in Section 3.5 where we use the di-

mension reduction and graphical modeling approaches we develop to infer structure

in genomic data, scientific documents, and images of digits. The key idea that will

enable us to learn this structure is the simultaneous inference of both the regression

(classification) function and its gradient.

3.2 Statistical Basis for Multitask Gradient Learning

In multitask learning we are given nt observations for each of t ∈ {1, . . . , N} tasks

where the observations are drawn from a task specific joint distribution function,

(Xit, Yit)
nt
i=1

i.i.d.∼ ρt(X, Y ). The input variables are a subspace of Rp and the output

variable Yit ∈ R for regression or Yit ∈ {−1, 1} for classification. The total number

of samples is n =
∑

t nt. We will denote the observations from the task t as Dt and

D as the set of all the observations: D = {D1, . . . , DN} . The objective in multitask

modeling is to build a regression or classification function, Ft(x), for each task t that

has a baseline term f0(x) over all tasks and a task specific correction ft(x):

Yt = Ft(x) + ε = f0(x) + ft(x) + ε, ε
iid
v No(0, σ2). (3.1)

The common as well as task specific regression functions are simultaneously learned

using all D observations.

The key idea in multitask gradient learning is providing an estimate of the regres-

sion functions {f0, (ft)
N
t=1} and their gradients {f0,∇f0, (ft,∇ft)Nt=1}. The gradients
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provide information both for dimension reduction as well as the inference of a con-

ditional independence graph for the input variables. The central assumption in our

model is that each regression function depends on a few dimensions, d, in Rp,

Y = Ft(X) + ε = g(bT1Xt, . . . , b
T
dXt) + ε, (3.2)

where ε is noise and Bt = (bT1 , ..., b
T
d ) is the effective dimension reduction (EDR)

space.

In a series of papers [22, 95, 21, 96] a formal relation between dimension reduction

and the conditional independence of predictive variables was developed. The central

quantity in this relation was the gradient outer product matrix Γ, a p × p matrix

with elements

Γij =

〈
∂Ft
∂xi

,
∂Ft
∂xj

〉
L2
ρ
X

, (3.3)

where ρ
X

is the marginal distribution of the explanatory variables in task t. Using

the notation a⊗ b = abT for a, b ∈ Rp, we can write

Γt = E(∇Ft ⊗∇Ft).

It was shown in [96] that a spectral decomposition of Γ can be used to compute

relevant directions for dimension reduction. Under the semi-parametric model in

equation (3.2) the gradient outer product matrix Γt is of rank at most d so the

relevant directions are characterized by the d eigenvectors {v1, . . . , vd} associated to

the nonzero eigenvalues of Γt.

It was further shown in [96] that Γt has a natural interpretation in terms of the

covariance of the inverse regression for each task, ΩX|Y = cov
Y

[E
X

(X|Y )]. Under

certain conditions the spectral decomposition of ΩX|Y can be used to compute the

EDR directions B = (b1, . . . , bd). A formal relation between ΩX|Y and Γ can be

stated for both linear as well as nonlinear regression.
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For the linear case

y = βTx+ ε, E ε = 0,

the following holds

Γ = σ2
Y

(
1− σ2

ε

σ2
Y

)2

Σ−1
X

Ω
X|Y Σ−1

X
, (3.4)

where σ2
Y

= var(Y ), σ2
ε = var(ε), and Σ

X
= cov(X) which we assume is full rank.

When the regression function is smooth and nonlinear the covariance of the in-

verse regression is less intuitive but the gradient outer product matrix is still informa-

tive and can be composed as an average of local covariances of the inverse regression.

In this case consider partitions of the input space X =
⋃I
i=1Ri such that the regres-

sion function Ft can be approximated in each partition by a first order Taylor series

expansion. Define in each partition Ri the following local quantities: the covariance

of the input variables Σi = cov(X ∈ Ri), the covariance of the inverse regression

Ωi = cov(E(X ∈ Ri|Y )), the variance of the output variable σ2
i = var(Y |X ∈ Ri).

Assuming that matrices Σi are full rank, the gradient outer product matrix can be

computed in terms of these local quantities

Γ ≈
I∑
i=1

ρ
X

(Ri)σ
2
i

(
1− σ2

εi

σ2
i

)2

Σ−1
i Ω

i
Σ−1
i . (3.5)

These two results suggest that learning the common gradient outer product as

well as the task specific gradient outer products

Γ(f0) = E(∇f0 ⊗∇f0),

Γ(ft) = E(∇ft ⊗∇ft),

Γ(Ft) = E(∇Ft ⊗∇Ft),

can be used to find the common and task specific subspaces {B0, (Bt)
N
t=1}. We will

illustrate the utility of these subspaces in Section 3.5.
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In [21, 96] the above conclusions were shown to extend under weak conditions to

the case where the input space is concentrated on a lower dimensional manifold M,

dM � p. Details of this extension and the weak conditions under which it holds are

stated in [21, 96].

Comments

A variety of methods for simultaneous dimension reduction and regression to find

directions that are informative with respect to predicting the response variable have

been proposed. These methods can be summarized by three categories: (1) methods

based on inverse regression [97, 98, 99, 100], (2) methods based on gradients of the

regression function [101, 22, 95], (3) methods based on combining local classifiers [102,

103]. In this paper we will build upon the approach outlined in [22, 95]. Mathematical

and statistical relations between some of these approaches are developed in [96].

3.3 Learning Multitask Gradients

3.3.1 Formulating the optimization problem

Given observations D = {D1, . . . , DN} over N tasks, our goal is to estimate the

regression or classification functions

{f0(x), f1(x), . . . , fT (x)}

and gradients

{∇f0(x),∇f1(x), . . . ,∇fT (x)} .

These estimates can be used to obtain the gradient outer product matrix specific to

each task, Γ(ft), and the baseline gradient outer product for all tasks, Γ(f0). We will

formulate the optimization problem to estimate functions and their gradients both

for classification and regression.
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For binary classification on a single task, yit ∈ {−1, 1}, we first define a convex

loss function φ(t) based on a link function such as the logistic link. Under this model

Ft is real-valued and may be smooth. For example, in the case of the logistic function

φ(yFt(x)) = log
(
1 + e−y Ft(x)

)
.

the classification function has a clear statistical interpretation (modelling the condi-

tional probability Prob(y|X) as a Bernoulli random variable)

Prob(y = ±1|x) =
1

1 + e−y Ft(x)
.

In this case the classification function is

Ft(x) = ln

[
Prob(y = 1|x)

Prob(y = −1|x)

]

and the gradient of ft exists under very mild conditions on the underlying marginal

distribution. In addition, for a rich enough class of functions F a Bayes optimal

classifier exists

Ft = arg min
Ft∈F

Eρ(Xt,Yt)[φ(YtFt(Xt))].

Assume that Ft is smooth then the first order Taylor series expansion is written

as

Ft(x) ≈ Ft(u) +∇Ft(x) · (x− u), for x ≈ u. (3.6)

If a function f and a vector valued function ~f = (f1, . . . , fp) approximates Ft and its

gradient well, then given the data Dt = {(xit, yit)}nti=1, the expected error

E(YtFtφ(Xt)) ≈ EφDt(f, ~f) =
1

n2
t

nt∑
i,j=1

w
(s)
i,j φ(yi(f(xj) + ~f(xi) · (xi − xj)))

is small, where w
(s)
i,j is a weight function with bandwidth s restricting the locality

by wsi,j → 1 as ‖xi − xj‖ → 0. Estimates of the classification function and its
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gradient can be computed by minimizing the above functional with a reproducing

kernel Hilbert space penalty added for regularization

(fDt , ~fDt) = arg min
(f, ~f)∈Hp+1

K

{
EφDt(f, ~f) + λ1‖f‖2K + λ2‖~f‖2K

}
,

where fDt and ~fDt are estimates of Ft and∇Ft, respectively, ‖~f‖2K =
∑p

i=1 ‖fi‖2K , and

λ1, λ2 are regularization parameters. The bandwidth function imposes localization of

the samples as required by the Taylor expansion, while the regularization parameters

provide numeric stability to the classification and gradient functions estimates.

To extend from a single task to multiple tasks we begin with the hierarchical

model in equation (3.1)

Ft(x) = f0(x) + ft(x),

and substitute this into equation (3.6)

Ft(x) ≈ f0(u) +∇f0(x) · (x− u) + ft(u) +∇ft(x) · (x− u), for x ≈ u. (3.7)

This results in an empirical error functional of the form

EφDt(f0, ft, ~f0, ~ft) =
1

n2
t

nt∑
i,j=1

wi,j;tφ
(
yit

((
f0(xjt) + ft(xjt)

)
+ (~f0(xjt) + ~ft(xjt)) · (xit − xjt)

))

where ~f0 and ~ft are vector valued functions and model the gradient of f0 and ft

respectively. Since we want to build a model jointly over all tasks and borrow strength

across the entire data set D = {D1, ..., DN} we use the average empirical error over

the tasks as the error functional for the model

EφD
(
f0, {ft}Nt=1 ,

~f0, {~f}Nt=1

)
=

1

N

N∑
i=1

EφDt(f0, ft, ~f0, ~ft).

The above functional is regularized by a RKHS penalty resulting in the following

penalized error functional which we minimize to obtain our classification function
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and gradient estimates

(
fD,0, {fD,t}Nt=1,

~fD,0, {~fD,t}Nt=1

)
= arg min

(ft, ~ft)Tt=0∈H
p+1
K

{
EφD
(
f0, {ft}Nt=1 ,

~f0, {~f}Nt=1

)
+
λ

2

(
‖f0‖2K + ‖~f0‖2K

)
+

µ

2N

N∑
t=1

(
‖ft‖2K + ‖~ft‖2K

)}
.

(3.8)

The regularization parameters µ and λ provide a priori assumptions on task similarity

such that when µ
λ

becomes small the model puts greater emphasis on the N tasks as

independent functions whereas for a large ratio the common model dominates the

optimization.

The above optimization problem can be considered as a combination of the gra-

dient estimation ideas in [22, 95] with the Tikhonov regularization formulation of

multitask learning in [20]. The behavior of this optimization problem with respect

to the regularization is identical to that of [20]. Note that there are identifiably is-

sues with the model stated in equation 3.7 unless we assume a priori that ∇f0⊥∇ft,

i.e. the task corrected gradient is in the null space of the common gradient. This

assumption does not effect the model fit but it does effect the interpretation of the

model.

3.3.2 Solving the optimization problem

A key insight in the Tikhonov regularization formulation of multitask learning in [20]

was that the multitask problem can be restated as a single task optimization problem

over all the data D with a very particular kernel. We will couple this observation

with the single task gradient learning results in [22, 95] to outline the classification

and regression multitask gradient learning algorithms.
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Regression

We begin with regression since the resulting optimization problem is simpler. In the

regression setting we are given observations from the regression model, yit ≈ Ft(xit),

so we need only estimate the gradients. Assuming a Gaussian noise model this results

in the following least square task dependent loss functional

EDt(~f0, ~ft) =
1

n2
t

nt∑
i,j=1

wi,j;t

(
yit − yjt − (~f0(xjt) + ~ft(xjt)) · (xit − xjt)

)2

.

Minimizing the regularized version of the above error functional leads to the following

optimization problem

(~fD,0, ~fD,t) = arg min
(~ft)Tt=0∈H

p
K

{
1

N

N∑
t=1

EDt(~f0, ~ft) +
λ

2
‖~f0‖2K +

µ

2N

N∑
t=1

‖~ft‖2K

}
. (3.9)

The minimizer of this infinite dimensional optimization problem has the following

finite dimensional representation

~f0 =
∑
t

∑
i

α0,t,iK(xit, ·) ~ft =
∑
i

ct,iK(xit, ·), (3.10)

with the coefficients α0,t,i, ct,i ∈ Rp. This is a direct consequence of [22, Theorem 5].

Substituting the above representation into equation (3.9) and setting the partial

derivatives to 0 we obtain the following linear system which we solve to obtain the

coefficients

µct,j +Bt,j

(
N∑
s=1

ns∑
l=1

K(xls, xjt)α0,s,l +
nt∑
l=1

K(xlt, xjt)ct,l

)
= Yt,j (3.11)
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where

α0,t,i =
µ

Nλ
ct,i, (3.12)

Bt,j =
nt∑
i=1

1

n2
t

wi,j;t(xit − xjt)(xit − xjt)T ,

Yt,j =
nt∑
i=1

1

n2
t

wi,j;t(yit − yjt)(xit − xjt).

The linear system in equation (3.11) can be simplified based on ideas developed

in [20]. Denote the data set D̃ = {(x̃i, ỹi)i=1,...,n} as the samples arranged by task

order and ti as the task of the i-th sample. For example, x̃i = xi1 when i ≤ n1.

Denote by δst the Kronecker delta on tasks, δst = 1 if s = t and δst = 0 otherwise.

Define the kernel

K̃((x, s), (x′, t)) = K(x, x′)
( µ

Nλ
+ δst

)
. (3.13)

DefineWt as the nt×nt matrix with entriesWt(i, j) = 1
n2
t
wi,j;t and W̃ = diag(W̃1, . . . , W̃N).

Let B̃ be the np×np matrix composed by N ×N blocks where the (s, t) block is an

nsp× ntp sub-matrix with

B̃st = 0 if s 6= t and B̃st = diag(Bt,1, . . . , Bt,nt) if s = t.

Let Ỹt = (Y T
t,1, . . . , Y

T
t,nt)

T and Ỹ = (Ỹ T
1 , . . . , Ỹ

T
N )T . We can rewrite the linear system

(3.11) as (
µInp + B̃(K̃ ⊗ Ip)

)
c = Ỹ (3.14)

where c = (cT1,1, . . . c
T
1,n1

, cT2,1, . . . , c
T
2,n2

, . . . , cTN,1, . . . , c
T
N,nN

)T .

Using results from [22] it can be shown that the solution of the linear system

(3.14) results in gradient estimates that minimize the following single-task gradient
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learning problem

~fD̃(x, t) = arg min
n∑

i,j=1

W̃i,j

(
ỹi − ỹj − ~f(x̃i, ti) · (x̃i − x̃j)

)2

+ µ‖~f‖2
K̃
,

where

~fD,0(x) + ~fD,t(x) = ~fD̃(x, t),

~fD,0 =
µ

Nλ

N∑
t=1

~fD,t.

The linear system (3.14) is np×np which when p is large is not practically feasible.

However, this linear system can be reduced to an n2 × n2 linear system using the

matrix reduction argument developed for single-task gradient learning in [22].

Classification

The minimizer of the infinite dimensional optimization problem in equation (3.8) has

the following finite dimensional representation

fD,0 =
N∑
t=1

nt∑
i=1

α0,t,iK(xit, ·) fD,t =
nt∑
i=1

αt,iK(xit, ·)

~fD,0 =
N∑
t=1

nt∑
i=1

c0,t,iK(xit, ·) ~fD,t =
nt∑
i=1

ct,iK(xit, ·),
(3.15)

with coefficients α0,t,i, αt,i ∈ R and c0,t,i, ct,i ∈ Rp. This is a direct consequence of

[95, Proposition 4].

Substituting the above representation into equation (3.8) and setting the partial
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derivatives to 0 results in a system of equations equivalent to the following

0 =
1

n2
t

nt∑
i=1

wi,j;tφ
′(Υi,j,t) + µαt,j

0 =
1

n2
t

nt∑
i=1

wi,j;tφ
′(Υi,j,t)(xit − xjt) + µct,j

α0,t,i =
µ

Nλ
αt,i

c0,t,i =
µ

Nλ
ct,i

where

Υi,j,t = yit

[ T∑
s=1

ns∑
l=1

α0,s,lK(xls, xjt) +
nt∑
l=1

αt,lK(xlt, xjt)

+
( T∑
s=1

ns∑
l=1

c0,s,lK(xls, xjt) +
nt∑
l=1

ct,lK(xlt, xjt)
)
· (xit − xjt)

]
.

The above system of equations is a n(p + 1) × n(p + 1) system and can be solved

using Newton’s method. Note that when p is very large this is not practical.

To address this computational problem we use the idea of reducing the multi-

task optimization problem to a single-task optimization problem with a different

kernel. This allows us to use the efficient solver developed in [95]. Denote by

D̃ = {(x̃i, ỹi)i=1,...,n} the samples rearranged in task order and ti is the task as-

sociated with sample x̃i. Define the same kernel K̃ as in the regression setting. Let

Wt be the nt×nt matrix with entries Wt(i, j) = 1
n2
t
wi,j;t and W̃ = diag(W̃1, . . . , W̃T ).

Given the kernel K̃, weight matrix W̃ , and data D̃ the following single-task opti-

mization problem can be used to compute the coefficients for the multitask problem.

The following is a direct result of the computations in [95, Section 2].

Proposition 3.3.1. Consider the following single-task learning gradient problem

(gD̃(x, t), ~gD̃(x, t)) = arg min
g,~g∈Hp+1

K

{
Eφ
D̃,W̃

(g,~g) + µ‖g‖2
K̃

+ µν‖~g‖2
K̃
.
}

(3.16)
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We have

fD,0 + fD,t = gD̃(·, t) and ~f0 + ~ft = ~g(·, t). (3.17)

A result of this equivalence is that

fD,0 =
µ

Nλ

N∑
t=1

fD,t and ~fD,0 =
µ

Nλ

N∑
t=1

~fD,t. (3.18)

In [95] it was shown that the single-task gradient problem could be reduced to

solving a n2 × n2 nonlinear system of equations. This has been efficiently solved

using Newton’s method when n is small.

3.4 Dimension reduction, task similarity, and conditional dependen-
cies

The fundamental quantities inferred in the MTGL framework are the N +1 gradient

outer product matrices {Γ̂0, Γ̂1, ..., Γ̂N}. These matrices and the subspaces spanned

by them will be used both for dimension reduction to infer predictive structure as

well as learning graphical models to infer the predictive conditional dependencies in

the data.

In Section 3.5 we illustrate how we can use these gradient outer product matri-

ces to develop more accurate classifiers as well as better understand the predictive

geometrical and dependence structure in the data. This analysis will require three

ideas based on the gradient outer product matrices that we now introduce.

3.4.1 Dimension reduction

A primary purpose in estimating theN+1 gradient outer product matrices {Γ̂0, Γ̂1, ..., Γ̂N}

is to estimate the effective dimension reduction subspace for the common across

tasks, B̂0, in addition to the effective dimension reduction subspace for each task

(B̂t)
N
t=1. The effective dimension reduction subspace is the span of the gradient
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outer product B̂i = span(Γ̂i) which is computed by spectral decomposition of the

gradient outer product matrices. Given Γ̂i the eigenvalues {λ(i)
1 . . . λ

(i)
p } and eigen-

vectors {v(i)
1 , . . . , v

(i)
p } are computed and the effective dimension reduction subspace

is the span of the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues above a threshold τ ,

B̂i = span{v(i)
k∈K} where K = {i such that λik ≥ τ}.

The immediate application of the effective dimension reduction subspaces is to

project the data onto this space and use this lower dimensional representation for

classification or clustering.

3.4.2 Inference of task similarity

In addition to using the effective dimension subspaces for better classification ac-

curacy, the overlap between these spaces provides geometric information about the

similarity or overlap between tasks. This can be of fundamental interest since a nat-

ural question to ask is how related are the tasks and what combinations of variables

characterize task similarity. We therefore construct a measure of subspace similarity,

or overlap, as a way of measuring the relatedness of linear subspaces. This score

serves as a summary statistic of task similarity. We use the following measure:

Definition 3.4.1. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two p × p symmetric (gradient outer product)

matrices with entries in R, with B1 a d-dimensional subspace of Γ1, and B1 a f -

dimensional subspace of Γ2. Also, let {v(1)
1 , . . . , v

(1)
p }, {λ(1)

1 . . . λ
(1)
p } and {v(2)

1 . . . v
(2)
p },

{λ(2)
1 . . . λ

(2)
p } be the eigenvectors, eigenvalues of Γ1 and Γ2, respectively. We define

the subspace overlap score (SOS) of Γ1 and Γ2 as

SSscore1,2 =
SS1→2

2
+
SS2→1

2
=

∑p
i=1 λ

(1)
i ‖P

(2)
⊥ v

(1)
i ‖L2

2
∑p

i=1 λ
(1)
i

+

∑p
i=1 λ

(2)
i ‖P

(1)
⊥ v

(2)
i ‖L2

2
∑p

i=1 λ
(2)
i

(3.19)

We denote P
(1)
⊥ as the orthogonal projection matrix onto B1, and determine the
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subspace using the top d eigenvectors, for specified ε ∈ [0, 1], such that

∑d
i λ

(1)
i∑p

i λ
(1)
i

< ε.

In words, the SOS is the weighted projection of one subspace onto another. Scores

are in the interval [0, 1], and subspaces with complete symmetric overlap will have

scores close to 1. In the case where B1 ⊂ B2, we would expect SS1→2 ≈ 1 and it

may therefore be useful to consider the two terms from (3.19) separately instead of

averaged together.

3.4.3 Inference of graphical models and conditional dependencies

The theory of Gauss-Markov graphs [104, 105] was developed for multivariate Gaus-

sian densities to model conditional dependencies between variables

p(x) ∝ exp

(
−1

2
xTJX + hTx

)
,

where the covariance is J−1 and the mean is µ = J−1h. The result of the theory is

that the precision matrix J , given by J = Σ−1
X , provides a measurement of conditional

independence. For example, Jij is said to be conditionally independent given all other

variables if Jij ≈ 0. The meaning of this dependence is highlighted by the partial

correlation matrix RX where each element Rij is a measure of dependence between

variables i and j conditioned on all other variables S/ij and i 6= j

Rij =
cov(xi, xj|S/ij)√

var(xi|S/ij)
√

var(xj|S/ij)
.

The partial correlation matrix is typically computed from the precision matrix J

Rij = −Jij/
√
JiiJjj. (3.20)
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In the regression and classification framework inference of the conditional de-

pendence between explanatory variables has limited information. Much more useful

would be the conditional dependence of the explanatory variables conditioned on

variation in the response variable. Since the gradient outer product matrices provide

estimates of the covariance of the explanatory variables conditioned on variation in

the response variable over all tasks and for each task, the inverses of these matrices

{Ĵi = Γ̂−1
i }Ni=1,

provide evidence for the conditional dependence between explanatory variables con-

ditioned on the response over all tasks and for each task. See [96] for more details on

the relation between inference of conditional dependencies and dimension reduction.

We will use the inferred conditional dependencies to construct sparse graphs that

indicate the dependence structure on simulated and biological data.

3.5 Experiments

We apply the multitask gradient learning algorithm (MTGL) to simulated and real

data for simultaneous classification and inference of the variable dependence struc-

ture. We explore the effect of the regularization parameters in modulating the bias-

variance trade-off [106] and its impact on predictive performance. We also compute

subspace overlap scores to aid in our interpretation of the structures we infer. We

restrict our analysis to the classification setting using only several tasks, although

the method generalizes to any number of tasks.

3.5.1 Simulation

We construct two tasks containing 40 samples each (20 in class 1, 20 in class -1) in

a 120-dimensional space. We generate a data matrix for binary classification that

contains features that are common to both tasks as well as features that are specific

to each task. The matrix is initialized with background noise drawn from No(0, .2),
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defined as normal distribution No(µ, σ2). We then generate samples according to

the following table, using the notation of xi as the i-th sample and xj as the j-th

component:

1. task 1, class 1: {xi}20
i=1

xj ∼ No(2, 2), for j = 1, . . . , 10; xj ∼ No(2, .5), for j = 11, . . . , 20,

xj ∼ No(2, 2), for j = 61, . . . , 70; xj ∼ No(2, .5), for j = 71, . . . , 80

2. task 1, class -1: {xi}40
i=21

xj ∼ No(2, 2), for j = 91, . . . , 100; xj ∼ No(2, .5), for j = 101, . . . , 110,

3. task 2, class 1: {xi}60
i=41

xj ∼ No(2, 2), for j = 31, . . . , 40; xj ∼ No(2, .5), for j = 41, . . . , 50,

xj ∼ No(2, 2), for j = 61, . . . , 70; xj ∼ No(2, .5), for j = 71, . . . , 80

4. task 2, class -1: {xi}80
i=61

xj ∼ No(−2, 2), for j = 91, . . . , 100; xj ∼ No(−2, .5), for j = 101, . . . , 110

We run MTGL on the simulated data with variations on the regularization pa-

rameters (µ, λ) and observe their effect on predicting class membership for all the

samples. Recalling our definition for the multitask function,

Ft = f0 + ft

we can observe the parameters’ effects on prediction in Figure 3.1[b-d] for Ft (red)

and f0 (blue). Consistent with our expectations, when µ� λ, the model behaves as
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(c) λ = .1, µ = 10
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(d) λ = 10, µ = .1
Figure 3.1: (a) Data matrix x, column samples; samples 1 . . . 20 correspond to
task 1, class +1; samples 21 . . . 40, task 1, class −1; samples 41 . . . 60 task 2, class
+1; samples 61 . . . 80 task 2, class −1, (b,c,d) Ft (blue) and ft (red) using different
regularization parameters.

if it is one task and we see ft → 0, Figure 3.1c. Similarly, when µ � λ, the model

behaves as 2 independent tasks and f0 → 0, Figure 3.1d.

We would also like to observe the effect of the regularization parameters on vari-

able selection. We plot the RKHS norm for the common and task specific variables

using two sets of regularization parameters (Figure 3.2). We observe that the method

correctly differentiates task specific components, and that the common components

are reflective of the overlapping task variables. The effect of component variance on

variable selection is also evident. In general, larger regularization terms will tend to

emphasize the mean of the component values across all samples, which we observe
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(b) Task 1
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(c) Task 2
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(d) Common
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(e) Task 1
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(f) Task 2
Figure 3.2: Variance-bias tradeoff and regularization. [a,b,c] µ, λ = 1. [d,e,f]
µ, λ = .01. High variance features in red, low variance features in blue.

with the larger µ and λ parameters, Figure 3.2[a-c]. Conversely, when µ and λ are

both small, we observe the opposite effect which is the selection of components with

larger variance, Figure 3.2[d-f].

We calculate subspace overlap scores (SOS) on this data with ε = .95. Between

task 1 and task 2 the computed SOS is .18, a low score and somewhat non-intuitive

given the high degree of feature overlap. This is an effect of the negative feature

correlation which induces orthogonality in the subspaces. By taking the absolute

values of the gradient outer product matrices we remove this effect and obtain a

new SOS of .63. For the SOS between task 1 and common, we compute .82. If

we look at the separate terms of the score, we observe that SScommon→T1 = .67 and

SST1→common = .96. This suggests that the subspace of task 1 is contained almost

entirely within the common subspace, which is consistent with our construction of

the data.
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3.5.2 Dimension Reduction on Digits

The MNIST [107] digit database is an important data set in the machine learn-

ing community for benchmarking classification methods. The data set consists of

thousands of hand-written numbers (0-9) captured as 784-dimension vectors corre-

sponding to the 28 pixel by 28 pixel image. All images have been centered and

normalized. Our experiment uses the 3, 5, and 8 digits by considering ‘3 vs 8’ as

one task, and ‘5 vs 8’ as a second task. The choice of these digits provides some

helpful intuition: the bottom half of the 3 and 5 are nearly identical, and the top

halves, when taken as a composite, reproduce the top half of an 8. This therefore

becomes an interesting classification problem. The goal of our experiment is to locate

relevant subspaces within the predictive paradigm, and to compare these subspaces

across tasks.

We build our data matrix X with a random selection of 50 3’s, 50 5’s, and

50 8’s, where Xi ∈ R784 and i ∈ {1, . . . , 200}. We run MTGL on the data and

obtain gradient outer product matrices for the common, task 1 (3 vs 8) and task 2

(5 vs 8) models. By a spectral decomposition we can observe the top eigenvector

(corresponding to the largest eigenvalue) for each of these matrices and compare

the important components. We reshape the top eigenvector back into the 28-by-28

matrix and plot the components, see Figure 3.3. The dominant observable features

are what we would expect given the canonical forms of the 3, 5, and 8 - the significant

common features are located in the left lower quadrant of the plot and correspond

to the common open loop of the 3 and 5 (Figure 3.3a). We observe similar patterns

in the task specific plots (Figures 3.3b,c).

We would like to demonstrate that the subspaces obtained from the spectral

decomposition are relevant for prediction (classification). This is analogous to the

well-known PCA regression which constructs a classifier after projection of the data
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Figure 3.3: Digit plots of the top eigenvectors after a decomposition of the common,
task 1, and task 2 GOP matrices.

onto a lower dimensional space. We use the top l = {1, 2, 3, 4} significant eigenvectors

to define a subspace for our data, and predict class membership using the MNIST

validation set (3, n=1010; 5, n=892; 8, n=974). Unlike PCA, we have 3 subspaces in

which to operate - common, task 1, and task 2 - so we utilize the following prediction

strategy: we run k-nearest neighbors (kNN) in each of the subspaces separately, and

use the consensus of the largest nearest neighbor values to determine the class label.

We compare our method’s results with PCA regression and support vector machines

(SVM, [108]), where the SVM is trained within the original component space. All

regression models and SVM are trained as ’3,5’ vs ’8’.

3 5 8 Total

MTGL 94.3 (2.1) 94.0 (2.6) 82.4 (3.7) 90.2
PCA-R 85.7 (5.2) 74.4 (13.5) 72.2 (6.9) 77.6
SVM 94.0 (2.2) 91.9 (3.4) 80.6 (4.3) 88.8

Table 3.1: Digit classification after dimension reduction: ’3 and 5’ vs ’8’. Values are
percentages (standard deviations) of prediction accuracy.

The above experiment is repeated 50 times and summary statistics are gener-

ated. We report classification accuracy as well as standard deviations, see Table

3.1. Here we observe that MTGL outperforms PCA regression considerably, reflect-

ing the importance of utilizing response variables for dimension reduction. While
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MTGL outperforms SVM, the difference in accuracy is less significant, although it is

important to note that the final regression model for MTGL has many fewer variables

than the SVM model.

3.5.3 Science Documents/Words

We now consider a data set of 1047 science articles which has been previously shown

to have an interpretable hierarchical structure [109]. Each article in the document

corpora is categorized according to one of the following 8 subjects: Anthropology,

Astronomy, Social Sciences, Earth Sciences, Biology, Mathematics, Medicine, or

Physics. We restrict our analysis to 2036 words considered most relevant over all

the documents. This yields a document-word matrix where entry (i, j) is the fre-

quency of word j in document i. We formulate a multitask learning problem from

this data by classifying Earth Sciences and Astronomy as task 1 and 2, respectively,

against the remaining subjects. We randomly sample 25 documents from each of

these 3 groups as input to MTGL and learn the relevant subspaces, as was done pre-

viously. We plot the 2-dimensional embedding of the validation data by projection

on the top 2 eigenvectors (Figure 3.4). We observe that with just two dimensions, the

categories separate well. As we would expect, the Earth Science category is harder

to classify since it is more likely to have overlapping terms with subjects such as

Biology and Anthropology.

We next use the gradient outer product matrices to extract strongly covarying

components (words) by selecting large off-diagonal elements. In general, the covary-

ing terms we observe have a natural interpretation with respect to their corresponding

science categories (Table 3.2). The most significant covarying term for both Astron-

omy and Earth Sciences is earth, a term that we recognize as immediately relevant

for both subjects. Within the Astronomy task, earth co-varies with the words star,

galaxy, and universe; for Earth Science, earth strongly co-varies with water, lake,
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Figure 3.4: Earth Sciences & Astronomy vs Other. Plots depict corresponding
embedding of data using top 2 eigenvectors.

and ocean. (From these results, we are tempted to conclude that the biggest differ-

ence between Earth and other planets is the presence or absence of water - an idea

not completely devoid of scientific merit). In the “Common” and “Earth Sciences”

columns in Table 3.2, we observe biological terms such as gene, cell, and disease.

Since Biology is the least distinctive category with terms spanning many other sub-

jects, we would expect to see these uniquely biological terms for better classification.

Overall, these results suggest that our method can successfully infer the covariance

structure of variables within the predictive setting.

3.5.4 Graphical Models

Simulated Data

We begin with a simple, low-dimensional toy example to illustrate the application

of the gradient outer product matrices for graphical models, and specifically, how

they can be used to infer the full conditional dependencies for the common and task

specific variables. We construct the following dependent explanatory variables from

the random normal variables θ1, . . . , θ5
iid
v No(0, 1) with

X1 = θ1, X2 = θ1 + θ2, X3 = θ3 + θ4, X5 = θ5 − θ4.
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Common Earth Sciences Astronomy

star-earth lake-water planet-star
planet-earth earth-water star-earth
galaxy-earth gene-cell galaxy-star
planet-star water-year galaxy-earth
earth-water disease-cell galaxy-planet
disease-cell ice-water astronomer-star
cell-people ocean-water universe-star
galaxy-star human-cell astronomer-earth

gene-cell lake-earth astronomer-planet
earth-year sea-water universe-earth

Table 3.2: Science Documents-Words. Table lists most highly covarying terms obtained
from gradient outer product matrices, with earth as one of the most significant terms. Earth
Sciences shows greatest covariation with water-related words; Astronomy with planet &
star terms.

Response data is modeled as 3 separate tasks

Y1 = X1 +X3 + ε

Y2 = X1 +X5 + ε

Y3 = X3 +X5 + ε

where ε ∼ No(0, .5). We generate 100 samples for each task and use this data to

obtain the estimated covariance matrix Σ̂X and estimated gradient outer product

matrices, Γ̂0, . . . , Γ̂3. We compute partial correlations using equation 3.20, substi-

tuting the pseudo-inverse for the inverse since Σ̂ and Γ̂ are rank deficient. In R̂X we

observe significant partial correlations between the X1 and X2 variables, and the X3,

X4, and X5 variables, Figure 3.5a. Applying this same calculation to the gradient

outer product matrices, we recover the response dependent partial correlations, Fig-

ures 3.5[b,c,d,e]. Here, only the variables X1, X3, and X5 are depicted as relevant,

and the task-specific dependencies are correctly recovered.
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Figure 3.5: Conditional Dependence Simulation (a) Partial correlation of data
matrix X. (b-e) Partial correlation matrices using gradient outer products.

Prostate Cancer

We repeat the previous experiment using microarray expression data obtained from

prostate cancer tumors [110]. Each sample is annotated according to one of four

stages of tumor progression: benign, low, high, and metastatic. This data set had

been previously analyzed using multitask techniques to understand the tumorigenic

mechanism common to all stages, as well as each specific stage [111]. We repeat

the experimental design using a 3-task classification problem: task 1 defined as

{benign → low}, task 2 as {low → high}, and task 3 as {high → metastatic}. In

[111], the goal of the analysis was primarily to identify important genes that char-

acterized these stage transitions. Using MTGL, we can now study the dependency

structure across all tasks jointly and potentially identify new sets of co-regulated

genes within the context of cancer progression.

The prostate data set is composed of 22 benign, 12 low grade, 20 high grade, and
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17 metastatic samples, each sample measuring the expression level of over 12,000

genes. We eliminate those genes with low variance across all samples resulting in

4095 genes or variables. We run the multitask-gradient algorithm on this data to

obtain four gradient outer product matrices, one for the common, and one for each

of the cancer stage transitions. We compute the subspace overlap scores and report

results in Table 3.3. We infer from these scores that the transition from high grade to

metastatic represents the greatest gene expression shift, demonstrated by the largest

value (.62) across the common model. The next greatest shift is seen in the transition

from benign to low grade. We also observe that the {ben→ low} and {low→ high}

transitions are highly scored (.63) suggesting that the kind of genetic disregulation

between these stage transitions may be one of degree and not kind.

Common Ben → Low Low → High High → Met

Common – .29 .18 .62
Ben → Low .29 – .63 .41
Low → High .18 .63 – .26
High → Met .62 .41 .26 –

Table 3.3: Prostate Cancer: Subspace Overlap Scores

To explore the genetic dependency structure in finer detail, we construct graphical

models from the {ben → low} and {high → met} gradient outer products. Since

a graphical depiction of all 4095 genes is too complex for visualization purposes

here, we use the diagonal of the gradient outer product matrix to select top ranked

genes. The graphs in Figures 3.6 & 3.7 recapitulate some of the biological processes

and significant genes known in prostate cancer. In the center of the first graph

(ben→ low), we observe the gene MME (labeled green) connected to all other nodes

in the graph, suggesting its strong global dependence. MME has been previously

confirmed as strongly differentially expressed in aggressive prostate cancer [110].

Also in this graph, we observe two distinct clusters; we label these C1 and C2 and
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Figure 3.6: Graphical Model of Prostate Cancer: Benign vs Low grade.

annotate them in the graph with red and yellow, respectively. The genes in cluster C1

are not connected with each other but do all share an edge with ENG (labled blue)

and MME. Cluster C2, on the other hand, has many interconnections within the

cluster in addition to connections with MME and ENG. ENG (Endoglin) has been

previously implicated in vasculature development (angiogenesis), and is an important

hallmark of tumor growth. In cluster C2 we identify many well known prostate cancer

genes including AMACR, ANXA1, CD38 and TFβ3.

In Figure 3.7 we depict the gene dependency graph for the {high→ met} progres-

sion. The labeled is dominated by two genes ABCC4 and PLA2G2A annotated in

red and yellow respectively. ABCC4 has the pseudonym MRP (multi-drug resistant

protein) and is known to have elevated expression in chemo-insensitive tumors, while

PLA2G2A has also been identified in malignant prostate cancer [112]. The cluster

in blue is strongly interconnected and contains several genes with known roles in

prostatic tumor growth.
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Figure 3.7: Graphical Model of Prostate Cancer: High-grade vs Metastatic.

3.6 Discussion

We have presented a framework for dimension reduction of multivariate, multitask

data in the predictive setting. In addition to finding relevant subspaces, our method

is capable of learning the dependency structure of variables, allowing estimation of

the full conditional dependency matrix and the construction of graphical models.

Our method is based on the simultaneous learning of the regression function and its

gradient, formulated as a linear combination of common and task specific compo-

nents. Assuming smooth functions over all tasks, we can use the Taylor expansion

to estimate gradients.

We have shown that dimension reduction can yield subspaces that potentially

improve classification accuracy, as was demonstrated with the digits data experi-

ment. However, we do not believe that gradient methods for dimension reduction

will always or necessarily outperform state-of-the-art classification methods such as

support vector machines. In some situations classification accuracy is paramount,

over and above inference of dependency structure, thereby requiring a parsimonious
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model with respect to the number of estimated parameters, i.e. Occam’s razor. In

this paper, the point of classification was to emphasize the relevance of the sub-

spaces obtained for the joint distribution ρ(X, Y ), and that explicit modeling of

the response variables for dimension reduction can outperform cases where only the

marginal distribution ρ(X) is considered.

Moreover, we believe a single, consistent framework is more desirable than mul-

tiple disjointed models. While we can imagine methods that consider single tasks

separately which then combine results in a post-hoc manner, the efficiency and in-

terpretability gained by a conjoint analysis makes hierarchical and multitask models

generally preferable.

The method presented in this paper is based on Tikhonov regularization with

an RKHS norm. This allows for the estimates to be effective in high-dimensional

problems. However, the use of regularization introduces added parameters that must

either be learned or set given some a priori knowledge. In the case of classification

or regression, the accuracy of the model assessed by cross-validation or general-

ized approximate cross-validation (GACV) can be used to set the parameters. The

MTGL setting introduces additional complexity where decisions concerning empha-

sis of common or task specific structure must be made. We do not believe prediction

accuracy alone is capable of resolving this in many circumstances, and remains an

area of open research.

Parametrization choices need not reflect a priori knowledge of task similarity;

another consideration is the a posteriori analysis. This suggests the development of

a coherent Bayesian framework for MTGL to allow for a posterior distribution on the

regularization parameters and to generalize the types of norms in the regularization

terms to a broader class of priors. For MTL a Bayesian model was explored in [113].

Integrating the ideas from [113] with the non-parametric Bayesian kernel models

developed in [114] should provide a modeling framework for a Bayesian analysis and
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estimates of uncertainty.
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4

Multiscale factor models for molecular networks

4.1 Introduction

Methods for analyzing high-dimensional data have received much attention in the

last decade, driven by increasingly high-throughput techniques for data generation

in the social, physical, and biological sciences. An important challenge in all these

settings is the inference of models that are both predictive and interpretable – offering

insight into the underlying biological, social, or physical phenomena. This can often

be restated as understanding the structure and statistical dependencies of variables

relevant to prediction of a response, category, or phenotype given high-dimensional

data. One modeling principle common across biological and physical sciences is the

idea of scale – the phenomena under study is composed of interactions or processes

that vary depending on the level of resolution at which they are examined. The

other modeling principle is that a sparse or low-dimensional representation captures

relevant information of the high-dimensional data – factor modeling and manifold

learning are two such examples. We couple these two principles in the framework of

multiscale factor models to produce a low-dimensional representation comprised of
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factors at various scales.

The scientific problem of modeling complex phenotypes or traits serves as a mo-

tivating example to highlight the efficacy of this approach. However, the method

itself is general and can be applied to a variety of scientific and engineering applica-

tions. We consider complex phenotypes as those controlled by many genes and gene

products with complex interactions. A common property of complex phenotypes is

heterogeneity of both the phenotype and its genetic and molecular basis. Cancer

is a complex phenotype where the heterogeneity is derived from two main sources:

variability across time or stage of disease and genetic and environmental variability

across individuals. The idea of scale is central in oncogenesis since the set of steps

by which interactions of genetic, biochemical, and cellular mechanisms with envi-

ronmental factors driving tumor development vary in complexity of the underlying

networks as well as the timescale of the interactions. In this paper scale will refer

to the granularity or specificity of molecular and cellular interactions, and spans

the range from physical binding of proteins to other molecules, to loosely coupled

interactions of molecular pathways and networks.

We address the biological problem of mapping the genetic or expression variation

giving rise to phenotypic variation onto sparse multiscale subsets of a putative direct

gene (product) interaction network. We formalize this problem by denoting the genes

and gene products as a set of nodes V in a graph G = {V , E} where the edges between

gene products quantify the direct interaction. This graph can be represented as an

association matrix W where the elements Wij encode dependence between two nodes.

Gene expression or genetic variation is assayed on the nodes or gene products in the

interaction network. A set of n observations of the expression measurements and

phenotypes is denoted as {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 where Y is the phenotype and X ∈ Rm are

the measurements over the m gene products in the graph. The multiscale factor
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framework specifies the following model for phenotypic variation

Yi =

p∑
l=1

αlφl(Xi) + εi, (4.1)

where εi charaterizes the noise, φl(Xi) ≡ 〈Xi, φl〉 is the projection of the observation

Xi onto the multiscale factor φl, and αl models the relevance of factor l in predict-

ing phenotypic variation. The multiscale bases or factors φl are constructed from

the association matrix W . The index l has two components: l ≡ (j, k), where j

parametrizes the scale of the factor – related to number of nodes comprising the

factor – and k indexes factors at each scale j. At the finest scale the factors are

single genes, and at coarser scales (j increasing) they are linear combinations of

highly independent genes. At the coarsest scale these factors correspond to eigen-

genes or metagenes used in singular value decomposition analysis [115] and sparse

factor modeling [116], respectively.

The main innovation of our approach is that inferred factors can be interpreted

as subnetworks at various scales of molecular and cellular processes relevant to ex-

plaining phenotypic variation.

4.2 Sparse multiscale factor models

The multiscale factor model (4.1) is specified as

Yi =

p∑
l=1

αlφl(Xi) + εi =
J∑
j=1

Kj∑
k=0

αj,kφj,k(Xi) + εi , i = 1, ..., n

where i indexes the observations and l is a double index. In the second expression

scale is made explicit by decomposing l into a scale index j and indexing factors at

scale j by index k. Sparsity implies that only a few factors are required to explain

variation in the response and is helpful in interpreting the inferred model. We use
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the following generalization of the Lasso estimator [117] to infer a sparse model

α̂ = arg min
α∈Rp

[
n∑
i=1

|yi −
p∑
l=1

αlφl(xi)|2 + λ

p∑
l=1

|αl|

]
. (4.2)

The regularization parameter λ controls the trade-off between fitting the data and

sparsity of the solution and is estimated using bootstrapping, see Materials and

methods. In the classical Lasso formulation the features are the m coordinates of

the data , φl(x) = 〈x, el〉, where el is the l-th coordinate basis.

The method of diffusion wavelets is used to construct the multiscale factors,

{φ1, ..., . . . φp}. A putative interaction graph of the variables (e.g. genes) is ei-

ther given or inferred, vertices correspond to variables and the edges represent de-

pendence bewtween variables. This graph is represented by an association matrix

W with element Wij encoding the dependence between the i-th and j-th variables.

This matrix may be given as a priori knowledge such as a protein-protein interac-

tion network or defined by local interactions in the data, for example Wσ(xi, xj) ≡

exp(−||xi−xj||2/σ) with σ > 0 [118, 119]. Given the association matrix the diffusion

operator [119] on the graph is defined as

T ≡ D−1/2WD−1/2, with Dii =
∑
j

Wij.

This operator is related to the graph Laplacian L [118, 119], L = I − T . In the

case of a Gaussian graphical model, T corresponds to the partial correlation matrix

[120, 121]. In manifold learning, the eigenfunctions of this operator are used as

global basis factors to capture information on the geometry and local interactions

underlying the data. This can be thought of as a nonlinear version of principal

components analysis (PCA), the nonlinearity is a function of the eigenfuctions of T

[122]. A drawback of this approach is that the eigenfunctions tend to be global, a

linear combination of all variables, and hence difficult to interpret.
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In biological applications where interpretability may be as important as predic-

tion performance factors with a few genes may be preferred even if they have lower

predictive accuracy than these eigenfunctions or eigengenes. In most applications the

number of variables is far greater than the number of observations m� n resulting

in a very large number of few gene factors that are equally predictive, complicating

the biological interpretability of factors with few genes. This ambiguity arises from

the complex relationships between genes and we address it by constructing a multi-

scale family of factors, from single genes to eigengenes. The sparsity constraint in

the regression model is then used to select predictive factors. Typically we obtain

significant factors at different scales.

In order to generate the different scales, we observe that T only encodes local

relationships between the variables, the partial correlation matrix is sparse in the ter-

minology of graphical models. Powers of T integrate or propagate local dependencies

to more global dependencies. In a graphical model T t(i, j) corresponds to integrating

the partial correlation across all paths of length t from variable i to variable j. To

recover the dependencies across all the variables we sum across all path-lengths t

(I − T )−1 =
+∞∑
t=1

T t ,

which converges in the complement of the eigenspace of T corresponding to the

eigenvalue 1 . Similar expansions were used in path analysis [123, 124] to decompose

genetic and phenotypic variation and in graphical models [120, 121] for both compu-

tation and inference. This expansion can be represented in a truly multiscale fashion

as a product of multiscale models by the limit of the following expansion (J → +∞)

2J∑
t=1

T t =

2J−1∑
t=1

T t

(I + T 2J−1
)

=
J∏
t=0

(I + T 2t). (4.3)
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The factors at scale j, {φj,k}
Kj
k=1, are constructed by analyzing T 2j−1

and constructing

a basis of sparse vectors spanning its range, which is low-dimensional. T 2j−1
can be

represented by a small matrix acting on the range of T 2j−2
. This decomposition is

the key idea in diffusion wavelets, which given the graph G yields a set of multiscale

features or bases {{φj,k}
Kj
k=0}Jj=1. The bases φj,k at different scales are related to each

other: each φj,k is a linear combination of a small number of φj−1,k’s at the previous

finer scale, yielding a hierarchical structure among these factors. As j grows or the

factors become more global and approximate the top eigenvectors of T . For more

details on diffusion wavelets see [23].

Given p factors and n observations where p � n we would like a sparse set of

factors to capture variation in the phenotype in equation (4.1). The sparsity of the

model has a strong dependence on the set of factors used. A sparse representation

given one set of factors may be dense with respect to another set. For example,

sparsity with respect to a few single gene factors is very different than sparsity with

respect to principal components or eigengenes. The multiscale factors capture both

extremes as well as scales in between, providing a rich set of bases.

The advantages of the multiscale representations with respect to sparsity and

interpretability are due to three aspects of the method. A priori or data adapted

knowledge of dependence between the variables is embedded in the bases by the

association matrix W . The multiscale bases interpolate between models comprised

of single genes and models comprised of global factors models based on the spectral

decompositions of the diffusion operator T , (kernel) PCA sparse regression. There

is a hierarchical relation between scales, each basis at a coarser scale is a sparse

combination of bases at a finer scale
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4.2.1 Comparison with other decomposition and clustering methods

In this section we develop the relation between other matrix factorization approaches

and the multiscale factors and relate the multiscale factors with hierarchical cluster-

ing.

An important step in many analyses is that of modeling or factorizing the data

matrix X ∈ Rm×n with the goal of a reduced or compressed representation. The most

common representation or factorization is principal component analysis (PCA). The

data matrix is represented by the following eigendecomposition X = UΣV T , where

U ∈ Rm×m and V ∈ Rn×n are orthogonal and Σ ∈ Rm×n is diagonal with entries

σ1 ≥ . . . σn ≥ 0. The best k rank approximation of X consist of the first k columns

of U and V , Xk = UkΣkV
T
k . When the data matrix is low rank this representation

is natural. However interpretation of this representation is challenging since the

columns of U and V are typically vectors with all entries non-zero. In this case the

factors are the columns of U which corresponds to a mixture of positive and negative

coefficients for all the genes, all the factors are global.

An alternative decomposition is a CUR-type decomposition [125] where the data

matrix X takes the form X u CUR, where C ∈ Rm×k, U ∈ Rk×k, R ∈ Rk×n.

C and R are subsets of k columns and rows of the data matrix, respectively. U ,

notwithstanding the name, is not unitary in general. The interpretation of this

decomposition is picking k genes and data points from the data for the matrices C

an R and the constructing U to well approximate X. U is in general a full matrix

and is complicated to interpret. A potential disadvantage of CUR decompositions is

they may be poor rank k approximations of the data matrix as compared to PCA.

This can be obviated by careful and algorithmically efficient choices of C,U,R, as

shown in [125].

In light of these approaches, we interpret the multiscale approach as “interpolat-
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ing” between the “full” features of PCA and the single features of CUR, by creating

a multiscale dictionary of features representing the data. These features are non-

linear functions on the data, capturing nonlinear subspaces characterizing the data.

While in this paper we focus on the predictive aspects of the model, our construction

may be used to construct a multiscale representation of the rows and the columns of

the data matrix X with dictionaries Φrows ≡ {φrows
j,k } and Φcols ≡ {φcols

j,k }, respectively.

One representation of the data matrix is X = ΦJXΦT
J +ΦJ−1(X−ΦJXΦT

J )ΦT
J−1+. . . ,

the data matrix is a superposition of coarse-to-fine approximations.

A related task to factorizing the data is hierarchically grouping the data. Ar-

guably one of the most popular methods used for the unsupervised analysis and

identification of biologically meaningful clusters is agglomerative hierarchical clus-

tering [126]. A problem with hierarchical clustering is its sensitivity to the choice of

linkage function and a lack of coherent methodology to select link functions. This

problem is extenuated when one agglomerates clusters at larger scales, since the de-

cision to agglomerate is based on very basic cluster statistics such as correlation of

cluster centers that may not be robust. Another approach to hierarchical grouping

is based on recursive partitioning using spectral methods [127, 128]. Unfortunately,

these “top-down” approaches do not seem to perform well on complex biological net-

works which are often characterized by slow spectral decays. While useful for global

partitioning of data, spectral methods can magnify errors made early on, making it

difficult to infer local partitions of the data. The same problem is inherent in factor

models that use principal components to generate factors. We will show that the

mutiscale factors provide robust hierarchical clusters.

The final two aspects of the multiscale factor model that other factorization or

clustering approaches fail to address is that the clusters or low-rank subspaces may

not be the most relevant with respect to predicting the response or phenotype. We

find predictive factors by searching the redundant dictionary of multiscale factors. In
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addition none of the other methods can impose a priori or data adapted information

of the gene interaction graph G in factorization or grouping.

4.3 Results

An intuition of the modeling principles and the flexibility of multiscale factor models

is developed over a series of applications. The first two applications highlight the

information content in the factors. The next three applications focus on both the

predictive and interpretive aspects of the model and illustrate how the model can be

used to study the effect of perturbations of a gene network.

4.3.1 Subphenotype discovery with multiscale factors

We begin with a study of hierarchical clustering as applied to the analysis of gene

expression data. In genetically heterogeneous diseases such as cancer, clustering

methods have been applied to genome-wide expression data to identify molecularly

distinct sub-phenotypes of patients [129, 130, 131]. Such discoveries are of immense

interest as they offer the potential for personalized medicine through targeted ther-

apies and improved prognosis. It is often unclear if inferred clusters are spurious

artifacts of the clustering methodology or reflect the intrinsic structure of the data.

We explore this problem and contrast hierarchical clustering with clustering using

diffusion wavelets.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates a toy example illustrating the advantage of diffusion wavelets

over agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The data consists of three classes or

groups – a three component mixture model – on a spiral manifold. These three classes

are captured by diffusion wavelets, Fig. 4.1b, but not by hierarchical clustering with

complete linkage, Fig. 14.1a.

This problem is also seen in real data. In [132] 292 high-risk breast cancer pa-

tients were hierarchically clustered into patient subgroups based on 11 scores for each
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Figure 4.1: Clustering on a swiss roll. [A] Hierarchical clustering (complete linkage)
[B] Clustering with diffusion wavelets.

patient computed from signatures of pathway deregulation, a 11× 292 data matrix.

A few of these clusters were able to stratify patients with respect to recurrence rates.

A natural question to ask is how robust are these clusters and do they represent

well-defined risk populations? When we apply hierarchical clustering with complete

linkage on this same data set, we are able to recapitulate the risk stratifications pre-

viously reported [132] (log-rank, p < .001). However, clustering with average linkage

produces clusters without any significant difference in recurrence rates. This raises

some concerns about the stability of the clusters.

Diffusion wavelets can be used to cluster this data, see materials and methods.

The bases or factors {φj,k} can be used to define hierarchical clusters since each

factor assigns to each patient a probability of belonging to the factor or cluster. Our

objective was to examine which clusters were able to stratify patients by risk. Adding

the constraint that we were only interested in moderate to large clusters allowed us

to ignore clusters at local scales. We conducted pair-wise tests between clusters at

the same scale to see if the two clusters stratified patients according to recurrence

rates, see Materials and Methods.

Results from this analysis suggest the presence of global risk patterns. Three

significant cluster pairs were found at the coarser scales: one significant cluster pair
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Figure 4.2: Global signature clusters. The top cluster is associated with a better
patient outcome.

at the 6th or global scale (log-rank, p = .006) and two modestly significant cluster

pairs at the 5th scale (log-rank, p = .06, p = .08). This suggests that there may

not be multiple distinct molecular sub- phenotypes as previously reported. The

global clusters are depicted in Fig 4.2: the Src and beta-catenin (B-CAT) genomic

signatures show the greatest differential activation with respect to outcome.

4.3.2 Gene Ontologies

The Gene Ontology (GO) project [133] has defined a multiscale or hierarchical or-

ganization of function-based associations annotating biological processes, molecular

functions, and cellular localization. This has become the gold-standard for describing

functional relationships between sets of genes.

The Gene Ontology (GO) database was used in [134] to construct a metric or

distance functional between protein structure domains that captures variation in the

function of the protein. The authors in this study used various kernel functions

K(·) or similarity measures to embed the gene ontology graph in a Euclidean space.

Distances in this Euclidean space reflect functional distances and it was shown that

distance between functional domain subgraphs using these kernel embeddings was

highly correlated with protein structure domains, using the DALI Z score [135]. The

geodesic distance, computed as the shortest distance on the GO graph, was unable to

recover any meaningful structural correlation. This problem is related to the previous

example in the sense that geodesic distance corresponds to hierarchical clustering

with single linkage. The kernel functions used in [134] were local linear embeddings

[136], graph diffusions [119], and the inverse Laplacian to respectively capture local,
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Figure 4.3: Functional distance (measured on a gene ontology graph) versus struc-
tural similarity of protein domains at different scales.

medium, and global distances. However, the scale between these different kernels

is not explicit, making it difficult to intuit how the kernels correspond to different

scalings. Diffusion wavelets, on the other hand, provide an explicit and optimally

finite number of scales to consider.

We repeated the analysis in [134] using diffusion wavelets for generating kernels,

where Kj(·) = Φj at scale j, and found significant correlation between functional

distance (on the GO graph) and protein domain structure, Fig. 4.3. The fit of an

exponential decay model to the correlation values shows increasing decay rates with

τ = {∼ 0, 2, 3} corresponding to local, intermediate, and global scales respectively,

see Materials and Methods. The correspondence between increasing τ and global

scales reflects the impact of global topology in the evaluation of functional distances.

From Fig. 24.3, we also observe greater noise at smaller functional distances for

local scales. This illustrates that diffusion at higher scales smooths or denoises the

evaluation of functional distances.
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4.3.3 Science documents classification

Classification of scientific documents is used to highlight the accuracy of the multi-

scale model and the interpretability of the factors. Given a document-word matrix

M composed of 1153 words from 1161 articles gathered from Science News, define

Mij as the frequency of the jth word in the ith article. Each article is also annotated

according to one of eight scientific subjects - Anthropology, Astronomy, Social Sci-

ences, Earth Sciences, Biology, Mathematics, Medicine, and Physics. A preliminary

multiscale analysis of the document graph using articles as nodes reveals a complex,

hierarchical structure on the data, see Supp. materials. For the supervised analysis,

we use M to construct a weighted word graph W with words as nodes and edge

weights computed by pair-wise word co-occurence across documents.

The objective is inference of a discriminative function capable of distinguishing

Earth Sciences documents (class A) from all other documents (class B) using the

multiscale factor model. Factors were generated using diffusion wavelets on the

weighted word graph W and the factor weights were inferred based on equation

(4.2). The data was randomly split into a training set of 80 documents from class A

and B with the remaining documents comprising a test set.

We compared the performance to the multiscale factor model with the satu-

rated model (Lasso on the original features), SVD regression, and regression using

the eigenvectors of the Laplacian. Bootstrapping was used for fitting all hyper-

parameters (see Materials and Methods). The performance metric used was the area

under the receiver operating curve (AUC) on the test data. The experiment is run

20 times and results are tabulated (Tbl. 4.1) - the multiscale classification method

outperforms the other methods as measured by AUC.

The factors with significant factor loadings are also interpretable. The scale

of the factors positively correlated with the Earth Science category reflect levels of
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Method Sat SVD Lap MSF

Avg AUC .886 .885 .914 .934

Std dev .028 .038 .037 .022

Table 4.1: Performance comparison for discrimination of science documents. Lasso is
applied to factors generated from following methods: (Sat) original features, (SVD)
singular valued components, (Lap) eigenvectors of the Laplacian, (MSF) multiscale
factors (diffusion wavelets).

specialization within the topic of Earth Science. The fine scale factors contain specific

words such as ’nitrogen’, words such as ’pest’, ’crops’, and ’plants’ appear at an

intermediary scale, and words such as ’weather’ and ’forecast’ appear at the global

scale. This assignment reflects the correspondence between scale and generality

with respect to subject matter. It stands to reason that that the highly weighted

features of global scaling functions will be those features with the strongest or largest

number of dependencies. In Earth Science, the word ’weather’ appropriately fits this

description.

4.4 Discussion

The multiscale factor model based on diffusion wavelets is an intuitive and robust

framework for analyzing high-dimensional biological data with complex dependen-

cies. The method as presented is applicable to a variety of scientific settings involving

high-dimensional data. We show that it is particularly well-suited for the analysis

of molecular networks. This addresses a major challenge in computational biology

– the development of models that are simultaneously robust and and allow for the

interpretation of underlying biological mechanism.

We note that the sparsity penalty used in inference of the factor loads in (4.2) is

scale agnostic, there is no scale bias in the optimization. We can imagine situations

where prior knowledge suggests preference for certain scales or alternatively we wish

to infer which scale or scales should be given preference. The regularization penalty
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in (4.2) can be modified to weigh scales differently with a hyper-parameter that

controls the emphasis of factors as a function of scale and can be set a priori or

adapted based on data.

4.5 Materials and Methods

Gene expression data

The 573 breast cancer samples can be downloaded from the Gene Expression Om-

nibus [GEO] microarray data repository at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo under

the GEO accession numbers GSE2034, GSE4922, GSE3143, and GSE7849. These

data sets were RMA normalized and corrected for batch effect; see [132] for details.

Local Similarity and Graph Construction

We studied the following distance metrics for defining local similarity across points

or variables - Pearson correlation, Spearman rank correlation, and mutual informa-

tion. We did not observe any significant differences in results between these metrics,

and therefore used Pearson correlation for the results presented in this paper unless

otherwise noted. To emphasize local geometry and to induce some sparseness in the

graphs, all graphs were thresholded at the 60% percentile.

Phenotype Clustering in Breast Cancer

The 272 patient node graph is deduced from the similarity matrix W = exp(−||xi−

xj||2/.5), where x is an 11-dimensional vector corresponding to 11 genomic signature

scores [132]. Multiple hard clusters are generated by sampling from each φj,k using

the corresponding vector of probabilities (|φj,k(xi)|2)ni=1. Survival differences between

cluster pairs are evaluated using the log-rank statistic. For details concerning the

breast cancer data set and generation of signature enrichment values, see [132] and

[137].
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Comparison of Functional Distance and Structural Similarity At Multiple Scales

We use the method from [134] to compare correlations across scales, that is, we fit a

decaying exponential using the function Y = y0 +Ae−τx. The value of τ describes the

rate of decay where larger values of τ correspond to a faster decay rate. In the context

of functional distances, we attribute a faster decay rate as incorporating more distant

domains in calculating functional distances. We calculate functional distances at

scale j using the diffusion metric dj(x, y) =
√
Kj(x, x) +Kj(y, y)− 2Kj(x, y) where

K is the kernel corresponding to the diffusion operator T . See [23] for details.

Hyper-parameter fitting

Selection of λ in (4.2) uses .632 bootstrapping [138]. This method uses sampling

with replacement, where each sample has a 1−1/n probability of not being sampled,

tending to produce sparse solutions and good generalizability.
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5

Multiscale Pathway Analysis in Prostate Cancer

In chapter 4, the multiscale analysis framework was presented along with several bio-

logical and non-biological applications. This chapter continues with the development

of the multiscale framework, but with a focus now on understanding the biological

mechanisms behind two important phenotypes in prostate cancer: castrate-resistant

prostate cancer (CRPC) and prostate cancer recurrence. These will both be explored

using a novel approach to pathway analysis, in which the complete context of path-

way associations is incorporated into the analysis. This is in contrast to standard

gene-set enrichment methodologies which approach gene-sets as independent entities.

5.1 Multiscale Pathway Analysis

Methods for gene set enrichment analysis have emerged as a powerful tool for identi-

fying interpretable biological components associated with case-control analyses. Due

to significant biological and technical noise associated with micro-array experiments,

the use of single genes to model and interpret biological function across two pheno-

types is greatly challenged. Evidence for this is easily found in the proliferation of

gene based predictive models – for many models examining the same phenotype on
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the same platform, gene based models often have little overlap in the genes selected

and provide little in the way of understanding the underlying biological mechanisms.

To address these shortcomings, a number of gene-set based approaches have been

developed [139, 140, 141, 142] – the first and most-widely used algorithm being the

Gene Set Enrichment Algorithm (GSEA) [139]. While there are subtle methodolog-

ical differences in these algorithms, they are all fundamentally alike in that they

assess the statistical over-enrichment or under-enrichment of a sub-set of genes given

an a priori defined database of gene sets. This is analogous to applications of the

hypergeometric distribution to find statistically significant groups of labeled objects

from a much larger pool of objects. The gene sets themselves are derived in different

ways, and may include shared targets of a transcription factor (or shared motif),

contiguous regions along a chromosome, or represent curated pathways such as the

KEGG[143] and BioCartaTMpathway sets.

In 2005, Edelman, et al. [140] introduced an important extension to GSEA which

permitted the evaluation of enrichment variation over the samples in an algorithm

called ASSESS. The GSEA algorithm is basically composed of two parts – the gen-

eration of a ranked list of genes based on differential expression between two pheno-

types, and the evaluation of geneset enrichment based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff

(KS) algorithm. The key technical innovation that ASSESS provides is the genera-

tion of enrichment scores for individual samples based on a correlation statistic and

subsequent rankings that model how representative each gene for a given sample is

with respect to two phenotypes. The ranking reflects the natural variation of how

each sample is correlated with class labels. Two correlation statistics are provided,

one parametric and one non-parametric. The non-parametric method generates two

back-ground distributions for the two phenotypes, calculated for each probe, using

kernel-density estimates. It then computes the probability of each sample being ab-

sorbed at the two extremes of the distributions, see Figure 5.1a. For each sample,
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(a) Kernel-density estimates (b) Enriched Pathways
Figure 5.1: ASSESS Algorithm

a ranked ordered list of all probes is generated, permitting computation of the gene

set enrichment using GSEA’s KS statistic. Unlike GSEA which outputs of a vector

of geneset enrichment e ∈ Rg where g is the number of genesets evaluated, ASSESS

outputs a matrix E ∈ Rg×n where n is the number of samples (see Figure 5.1b as

an example). In addition to visualization of enrichment variation, this output per-

mits applications of regression or classification. In this sense, ASSESS represents a

transformation of the data from the space of genes to the space of gene sets. This

transformation will be critical to subsequent analysis and application of a multiscale

pathway analysis.

The multiscale pathway method presented here addresses a shortcoming in ex-

isting gene set enrichment methods – understanding gene-set relatedness in a sys-

tematic fashion. Many pathways / gene sets share a significant number of genes

between them and are likely to have similar functional roles. Encoding this informa-

tion in a graphical model, and generating clusters from this graph could be highly

informative with respect to identifying sets of gene sets that are relevant for dis-

criminating between two phenotypes – this is the fundamental motivation behind

multiscale pathway analysis (MPA). Figure 5.2 provides a high-level illustration of

the evolution of gene-based models, beginning with single biomarkers and advancing
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through regression models, gene-set enrichment models, and ultimately to MPA – a

hierarchical mixture of gene-set models.

For the analyses that follow in this chapter, the 629 curated genesets from the

Molecular Signature Database (MsigDB) [139] are used to build a weighted graph

G which is subsequently used as input into the multiscale regression framework. To

evaluate edge weights on the graph, the following metric is applied between two gene

sets Si and Sj:

Wij = −log(P (Si, Sj))

where P (·) is the hypergeometric probability of geneset Si overlapping with Sj given

the pool of all available N genes; the hypergeometric is written as

P (x = k) =

(
m
k

)(
N−m
n−k

)(
N
n

)
where k is the number of genes shared between Si and Sj, m is the number of genes

in Si, n is the number of genes in Sj and N is number of all genes, evaluated as the

union of all genes from all gene sets. Like previous examples, sparsity in enforced

on this graph by thresholding at the 70% percentile for all edge weights. Figure 5.3

shows a visual depiction of the complete, thresholded graphical model.

5.2 Castrate-Resistant Prostate Cancer

5.2.1 Background

The significance of the androgen receptor (AR) in the progression and maintenance

of prostate tumors was described in chapter 1, which included a discussion of pu-

tative mechanisms for tumors acquiring androgen independence. Treatment of ad-

vanced prostate cancer has traditionally focused on mitigating AR activity by either

decreasing levels of circulating androgens which activate AR, or by blocking AR ac-

tivity using AR agonists. An example of the former is the drug finasteride which
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Figure 5.2: Progression of phenotype models, from single genes to groups of genes
to hierarchical models of gene groups.

Figure 5.3: Graphical Model of Curated Genesets
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operates by inhibiting 5-α reductase, an enzyme which converts testosterone to di-

hydrotestosterone (DHT). DHT binds AR, causing the disassociation of heat-shot

proteins and permitting the transport of AR from the cytoplasm to the nucleus.

Once in the nucleus, AR binds to androgen response elements (ARE) and, along

with co-activators, regulates the transcription of number of genes.

Another class of therapeutics are known as AR agonists which can bind directly to

AR. This causes a conformational change to AR, and reduces the efficiency of nuclear

translocation and impairs DNA binding to AREs and recruitment of coactivators.

Bicalutamide and flutamide are examples of this class of therapeutics. Recently

a second-generation of antiandrogens was discovered with a much higher binding

affinity to AR than bicalutamide [144] - these compounds are currently in Phase

II clinical trials and show great promise as a next-generation therapy for advanced

prostate cancer.

Despite advances in antiandrogen and ablation therapies, the problem of castration-

resistance is likely to continue. Therefore, understanding the mechanism of AR in-

dependence remains an important facet to extend the efficacy of existing therapies,

and to derive complementary therapies for AR null phenotypes. To this end, Mendi-

ratta et al [74] developed an AR signature to measure transcription-based activity of

the androgen receptor. Unlike previous signatures, generated by transfection of an

oncogene into human mammary epithelial cells (HMECS) [137], the AR signature

was developed by exposing LNCaP cell lines to DHT. A Bayesian probit regression

model was applied to the top 300 differentially expressed genes, allowing the activity

of the AR to be assessed and measured as a posterior probability.

The AR signature was applied to a number of validation data sets, demonstrating

that the model could identify AR dependent (hormone naive) from AR independent

(hormone refractory) samples with strong accuracy. Figure 5.5A compares tumors

from radical prostatectomies that are treatment naive (local) with tumors that un-
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Figure 5.4: Heatmap of AR signature genes developed from LNCaP cell line expo-
sure to DHT: samples 1-5 are control, and 6-10 are DHT exposed

(a) Local vs Castrate Local (b) Local vs Castrate Metastatic (c) C
Figure 5.5: AR signature applied to independent data sets.

derwent hormone ablation therapy (castrate local). Similarly, Figures 5.5B,C demon-

strate the ability to distinguish local hormone naive from hormone refractory (both

local and metastatic), although the hormone refractory tumors show greater hetero-

geneity in AR activity. This suggests that castration resistance may be biologically

complex, with different tumors exhibiting different levels of AR activity. It was also

observed that enrichment of the Src signature was inversely related to low AR activ-

ity, see Fig. 5.6. This led Mendiratta, et al. to hypothesize that different forms of

treatment may be applied to tumors based on AR signature activity, whereby tumors

with high AR activity might undergo additional hormone ablation therapy, and low

AR patients might response well to a Src-inhibitor such as Dasatanib. Phase II clin-

ical trials are currently underway to test the use of the AR signature in combination

with targeted therapy treatment in patients with metastatic disease.

An interesting finding to emerge from this analysis is the large variance of pre-
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Figure 5.6: Inverse correlation between SRC oncogenic signature and AR signature.
Left figure, Spearman r = 0.30; P = .0071; Right figure, n = 32; Spearman r = .51;
P = .0033

dicted AR activity in metastatic samples. In Fig. 5.5b, eleven samples demonstrate

high AR activity in addition to a number of samples which are indeterminate. While

all the samples are characterized as castrate-resistance, these results suggest that

there is large heterogeneity with respect to true AR independence. Given the num-

ber of potential mechanisms for AR independence (see Chapter 1), this data offers

an opportunity to explore the pathways and genes that may comprise these different

mechanisms.

5.2.2 Results: Differential Gene Expression

Prior to pathway analysis, the top differentially expressed genes between AR high

and AR low in metastatic prostate cancer (MPC) are assessed. A number of these

top genes – measured by fold change – are listed in Table 5.1. Interestingly, the

genes PLA2G2A and ABCC4 are the two central genes found in the network from

the multitask analysis (see chapter 3.1, Figure 3.7) which compares advanced local

prostate cancer with metastatic disease. Also, both of these genes are involved with

prostaglandin regulation, which itself has several important functions including in-

flammatory mediation, calcium movement, and cell cycle and hormone regulation.

Also of note is the TMPRSS2-ERG genes which have fold changes in opposite di-
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rections, recapitulating the observation that these two genes are commonly fused in

advanced prostate cancer [32].

Gene Fold Change Function(s)

BANK1 3.23 Lyn-mediated phosphorylation of IP3 receptors 1 & 2
PLA2G2A -2.85 Inflammation processes; prostaglandin
AZGP1 2.65 Biomarker for prostate cancer prognosis
ABCC4 2.47 Associated with prostaglandin transport; AR mediated
TMPRSS2 2.11 Fusion gene with ERG in prostate cancer
ERG -1.61 Fusion gene with TMPRSS2 in prostate cancer
KLK2 1.57 Associated with prostate cancer; KLK3 (PSA)
PIK3R4 1.38 sub-unit for PI3K; activates AKT

Table 5.1: Selection of top differentially expressed genes (fold change) between AR
high and AR low samples. Positive fold-change corresponds to up-regulation in AR
high samples, negative with AR low.

The gene with the largest fold change, BANK1, is enigmatic since a search of

the literature reveals no direct role of BANK1 in prostate cancer. However, BANK1

is intriguing via its association with the Src-family kinase LYN, which together me-

diate phosphorylation of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3). IP3 regulates release of

calcium ions from internal stores, and has been proposed as a mechanism for sus-

tained prostate tumor growth in hormone-refractory PC [145]. LYN has also been

independently associated with prostate cancer [146], and more generally Src-family

kinase activity has been observed to be higher in hormone-refractory prostate cancer

[147, 74]. In the next section, the role of LYN (and by association BANK1) and

IP3 in metastatic prostate cancer will again be visited through multiscale pathway

analysis.

As a final note on BANK1, looking at its position along the chromosome re-

veals that it inhabits a very interesting neighborhood of genes, Fig. 5.7. Along its

5-prime end, BANK1 is adjacent to protein phosphatase 3 (PPP3CA,Calcineurin)

which, in the presence of elevated cytoplasmic Ca+2 activates CaM (Calmodulin) -
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Figure 5.7: BANK1, with neighbors PPP3CA and NFKB1

an important mediator in many signal transduction mechanisms and has been shown

to help prostate cancer cells evade apoptosis under conditions of hormone ablation

[148]. PPP3CA has also shown to be strong differentially expressed in androgen-

independent prostate cancer cells [149]. BANK1 and PP3CA both share a 400kb

promoter region and therefore conceivable that these two genes share similar mech-

anisms of regulation. Along the 3-prime end of BANK1 and approximately 300kb

downstream is the gene NFKB1, an important gene within the NFκB pathway and

regulator of inflammation and apoptosis; this pathway will be discussed in greater

detail below. NFKB1 is not immediately adjacent to BANK1 and is separated by

the zinc transporter SLC39A8, which has no previously cited role in prostate cancer.

5.2.3 Multiscale Pathway Analysis

To understand the network of pathways that differentiate AR activity in metastatic

prostate cancer, the method of multiscale pathway analysis (described in Section 5.1)

is applied to the MPC data. Briefly, this involves running the ASSESS enrichment

algorithm on the micro-array expression using the AR high/low phenotypes – this

produces a g×n matrix of gene set enrichment scores, where g = 639 (i.e. the number

of curated pathways from the MsigDB) and n = 32 (i.e. number of samples). This

data is then projected onto the multiscale basis functions, followed by L1 regression

to select the set of factors most relevant to distinguishing AR high vs AR low in

MPC. Ten factors were selected, and graphical models were generated to visually

assess the pathways, their associations with one another, and their respective weight
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(contribution) to the factor. Instead of examining all 10 factors, the two factors with

the largest corresponding regression coefficients are discussed below in greater detail.

Factor 1

The first factor is associated with the first scale, suggesting that the associations

in this factor are local. A visual depiction of this factor is shown in Fig. 5.8. Here,

edges denote original connections from the network graph, the size of the node is

proportional to pathway weight in the factor, and the intensity of the red/blue is

proportional to the over-enrichment/under-enrichment of the pathway with respect

to AR low. From this graphic, it is evident that B cell antigen receptor (BCR)

signaling is highly enriched in the AR low. Apart from this pathway’s involvement in

calcium ion transport and release from the endoplasmic reticulum, the interpretation

of this pathway with respect to MPC is not obvious and requires looking at the

constituent gene and gene products of this pathway. Therefore, multiscale analysis

is applied once again using the constituent genes as the nodes in the graph, and

edges defined by known protein-protein or protein-dna interactions annotated in the

human protein reference database (HPRD) [150]. The largest weighted factor from

this analysis is depicted in Fig. 5.9.

Due to the fact that many interactions defined in HPRD are general and lack

context specificity, the conclusions that can be drawn from Fig. 5.9 are limited.

However, it is interesting to observed both a decrease in LYN expression and ele-

vated in Inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptor, type 1 (ITPR1). The most upregulated

of the genes present here is Inositol polyphosphate-5-phosphatase, 145kDa (INPP5D)

which is also known to interact with LYN. What remains very curious here is that

expression of LYN and INPP5D, as well as BCR and BANK1, is most often observed

in hematopoietic cells – this raises the possibility of B-cell contamination (for which

no plausible explanation exists) or that important elements often seen in BCR sig-

naling are being turned on/off. Lastly, SRC is also elevated in its expression, and in
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Figure 5.8: Factor 1 from multiscale analysis of MPC

concordance with inverse pathway activity of SRC and AR [74]. Perhaps the most

interesting component of BCR signaling is its downstream regulation of Ca2+ ions,

with implications on NF-κB related apoptosis and growth signaling [151] - this is

discussed in greater detail below.

Factor 2

The second factor addressed here is a global factor, and therefore is comprised

of a larger and more complex network of pathways. The network, visualized in Fig.

5.10, is dominated by the FAS, GA13, and adrenergic pathways. The FAS pathway

has been well-studied in numerous contexts with respect to its apoptotic role, with

strong evidence of apoptotic regulation in prostate cancer tumors [152, 153]. The

adrenergic pathway represents a class of G-coupled receptor proteins that respond

to epinephrine and norepinephrine signaling. However, inspection of the constituent

genes in this pathway reveal many genes of interest, including AR, phosphoinositide-

3 kinases (PI3K), inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate kinases and receptors (IP3), SRC, and

AKT. Also, the α1 adrenergic receptors have been shown to activate Ca2+ channels
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Figure 5.9: Gene network from factor 1

in prostate cancer epithelial cells [145], and is therefore related to potential calcium

modulation evidenced in the first factor.

As with the first factor, a multiscale analysis is performed on the gene network

derived from the 2nd factor; the most significant factor is depicted in Fig. 5.11. Here,

clearly evident are a number of highly enriched genes critical to the NF-κB pathway,

an important pathway connected to DNA transcription and many cellular responses

including apoptosis. The general mechanism of action in this pathway is illustrated

in Fig. 5.12. With respect to the factor in Fig. 5.11, the central highly enriched

gene IKBKG is a subunit of the IKK kinase complex which regulates the pathway by

disassociating the IκBα (NFKBIA) protein from the p65 (RelA) and p50 (NFKB1)

complex. Once disassociated, p65 and p50 are translocated to the nucleus where

they participate in regulation of several transcriptional processes. Also present in

this factor is the high enriched RelA gene, as well as a number of down-regulated

apoptosis genes such as FAF1, FADD, and CASP8. Lastly, recall that the NFKB1

gene is located within 300kb of the BANK1, discussed above.
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Figure 5.10: Factor 2 from multiscale analysis of MPC

Figure 5.11: Gene network from factor 2
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Figure 5.12: NFκB mechanism of action

A Mechanistic Model: Prostaglandin?

Combining the results of univariate analysis of differential gene expression with

the multiscale factors reveals a potential mechanism underlying AR independent

metastatic prostate cancer. Considering the general role of the B-cell receptor (BCR)

and adrenergic pathways in Ca+2 ion regulation, in addition to the significant differ-

ential expression of Lyn, Bank, and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) within these

pathways, it is plausible that this mode of signal transduction has been significantly

altered. Downstream of the Ca+2 mechanism are the individual genes PLA2G2A

and ABCC4. PLA2G2A belongs to PLA2 group II, which consists of extracellular

enzymes that require calcium ions for catalysis; secretory phospholipase A2 is a also

a major effector in prostaglandin biosynthesis. The protein ABCC4 (also known

as multi-drug resistant protein 4 (MRP4)) is connected to this mechanism via its

role in mediating the release of prostaglandin from the cell; in this sense PLA2G2A

and ABCC4 could be highly correlative in their respective role of prostaglandin

production and release, respectively. A significant correlation between the expres-
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Figure 5.13: Proposed mechanism differentiating AR high/low in metastatic
prostate cancer

sion of these two genes was observed in the multitask analysis from chapter 3. A

recent study confirms prostaglandin’s role in PC, with a particular effect in angio-

genesis and cell motility [154]. In another recent study, it was shown that ABCC4

is is up-regulated by androgen [155] - further evidence of a possible link between

PLA2G2A-prostaglandin-ABCC4 in prostate cancer.

This general model is depicted in Fig. 5.13. While not exhaustive, it summarizes

the broad mechanisms suggested by the multiscale and univariate analysis. As more

samples are acquired due to the clinical trials associated with [74], it is my hope that

this hypothesis will have the opportunity to be further explored and tested.
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5.3 Prostate Cancer Recurrence

The prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test is the current standard for monitoring and

assessing prostate cancer (PC) risk in men. While PSA-based screening has likely

contributed to the decline of PC mortaility in the last decade, its high false positive

rate has resulted in overtreatment and increased morbidity. Consequently, there is

much interest in finding alternative methods for distinguishing between aggressive

and indolent forms of PC.

Feature Wald (pval) Odds-ratio

Age .91 .99

PSA .71 .99

Gleason 2.2e-9 2.25

PSA Slope .06 1.02

Table 5.2: Multivariate logistic regression predicting metastatic recurrence using
clinical features. AUC values are .75 and .63 for training and validation models,
respectively.

Gene expression profiling has led to several biomarker based models to predict

PC recurrence [156, 129, 157, 158, 159]. These models are based on assaying the

expression of a few genes. Unfortunately, the models offer only modest improvement

over standard clinical models for predicting outcome (table 5.2 shows the results

of a logistic regression model we developed on the data from [156]). Moreover,

there is little overlap in the genes used in each of these models. This highlights

the perils of gene-based predictor models for complex disease: technical variation,

strong genotypic and phenotypic heterogeneity, and complex molecular interactions

limit the ability of these models to generalize.

We compared the multiscale factor model to these biomarker based models in

predicting PC recurrence, see Fig. 5.14a. We also compared our model to other

regression methods: SVD regression, factor regression using eigenvectors of the graph
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Figure 5.14: Predicting Prostate Cancer Recurrence, comparison of the multiscale
factor models with biomarker and global factor models.

Laplacian as factors, and Lasso on the original features, see Fig. 5.14b. The data used

was collected from a large prostate cancer data bank composed of 596 patients treated

with radical prostatectomies and monitored for up to 10 years [156]. Based on clinical

outcome, each patient is grouped into one of three categories: PC with no evidence

of disease recurrence (NED, n = 195), PC with biochemical recurrence measured by

PSA (PSA, n = 201), and PC with metastatic recurrence (SYS, n = 200). Gene

expression data is available for each patient measured on Illumina’s generic cancer

array and a custom prostate cancer array, resulting in a total of 1024 mRNA probe

measurements for each patient. A dependency graph with each node corresponding

to a probe was computed using a thresholded correlation statistic, and a multiscale

factor model to discriminate PSA from SYS was computed from the data. The

inferred model had eight factors ranging from local to global. AUC on a validation

set was used to measure the predictive performance of the models. The multiscale

factor model outperforms all other methods.

5.3.1 PC Model Validation

A limitation of the PC recurrent data is the relative paucity of probes - 1024 instead

of the 20k-40k probes found on many commercial microarray expression platforms
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- which limits pathway analysis and a deeper interrogation of the underlying bi-

ology. We therefore apply our model to two independent prostate tumor banks

(n=79, Memorial Sloan-Kettering; n=118, Washington University) which consists of

microarray expression data from Affymetrix’s HG-U133A platform and includes clini-

cal annotation, specifically biochemical recurrence measured by PSA elevation. After

matching probes across the DASL and Affymetrix platforms as well as standardiza-

tion of the data, we apply our model to these two data sets and demonstrate the

robust ability to discriminate between the biochemically recurred and non-recurred

cohorts (p < 10−4,logrank), Fig. 5.15 . We would of course prefer knowledge of

real recurrence, not just biochemical, to validate our model; however, since PSA

recurrence often accompanies actual recurrence, we would expect some modest dis-

crimination using our model. Given these two datasets with genome-wide expression

data, we now turn to the problem of pathway analysis to comprehend more fully the

molecular networks and pathways involved in PC recurrence.
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Figure 5.15: Kaplan-Meier plots for validation of PC recurrence model on 2 PC
data banks. Red curves are low predicted recurrence, blue is high predictive recur-
rence. Time is measured in months.

5.3.2 Multiscale Pathway Analysis

Despite the large number of samples comprising the PC recurrence analysis from

Nakagawa et al., [156], the relatively small number of probes (1k) precluded pathway
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analysis. While Nakagawa et al, did demonstrate overrepresentation of differentially

expressed genes in the 8q24 band region, little additional biological insight was pro-

vided. To better understand the pathway mechanisms underlying PC recurrence,

multiscale pathway analysis was performed on the Memorial Sloan-Kettering and

Washington University data sets from the previous section. Instead of using the

biochemical recurrence labels to generate enrichment scores, labels were assigned to

the samples according to the predicted scores from the multiscale regression model.

The factors are visualized in a series of figures. Curiously, a number of factors

correspond to neurodegenerative related disease such as Alzheimer’s and Hunting-

ton’s disease, see Figure 5.16. There is no readily apparent connection between

neurodegenerative disorders and prostate cancer recurrence except with respect to

downstream mechanisms for apoptosis [160, 161]. The anti-apoptotic gene BCL-2 is

present in these neurodegenerative genesets, as well as a number of cysteine-aspartic

acid proteases (caspase) involved in executing apoptosis.

Another possible connection is through neuropeptide activation, present in both

prostate cancer and in the central nervous system. In prostate cancer, neuro-

endocrine cells - one of the three types of prostate epithelial cells including basal

and secretory - have been implicated in prostate cancer progression via their secre-

tion of neuropeptides such as neurotensin and bombesin. In PC biopsies, an affinity

between proliferating epithelial cells and neuroendocrine cells was found, suggesting

a paracrine role in stimulating mitogenic activity [162, 163]. Additional evidence of

neuropeptides in PC is observed through frequent loss of protein membrane metallo-

endopeptidase (MME) in PC [164, 165]. MME is a neutral endopeptidase that cleaves

neuropeptides, and therefore regulates downstream tumorigenic activity including

cell growth and motility. Recall, MME was found to be a very central gene during

the progression of benign to local PC in the multitask analysis from chapter 3.1, and

is the central gene in the network depicted in Figure 3.6. MME is also present in the
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Figure 5.16: Neurodegenerative related factors

Alzheimer pathway, and similarly regulates neuropeptide activity. Here, the shared

physiological mechanism between Alzheimer’s and prostate cancer is hypothesized as

calcium homeostasis. As was seen in the previous section, calcium mobilization from

intracellular stores has a significant role in tumor growth and motility in PC; there is

also evidence that this mechanism can be triggered by neuropeptides [166]. Similarly,

deregulation of calcium homeostasis has been shown to contribute to progression in

Alzheimer’s [167, 168] and Huntington’s disease [169, 170]. While the precise mecha-

nistic detail between neurodegenerative diseases and prostate cancer are likely to be

different, this broad mechanism is proposed here as a plausible explanation for the

factors that appears in this analysis.

The factors shown in Figure 5.17 and 5.18 are easier to interpret as they show

enriched activity in caspase and apoptotic pathways. The HIV-NEF pathway, shown
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Figure 5.17: Apoptotic / Caspase factor

highly enriched in Fig. 5.18, was previously found to be strongly active in metastatic

prostate cancer compared to local PC [171]. This suggests that metastatic potential

in PC may be observed very early on, and that the molecular alterations of metastatic

disease may prefigure a metastatic phenotype by many months or even years.

The remainder of this section will focus on the set of pathways shown in Fig. 5.19.

All the pathways together comprise a coarse scale factor, dominated by the TGF-β

pathway and cell-cycle mediated pathways such as the G1, G2, and p53. Further

evidence for functional association with cell-cycle is given by the direct connection

between the up-regulated TGF-β cell-cycle gene sets. At a finer scale we observe

two TGF-β related gene sets with enrichment in opposite directions, see Fig. 5.19a

. This may reflect differential activation of subpathways as TGF-β has been shown

to have both repressive and proliferative roles [172]. Also of interest is the presence

and up-regulation of the p27 pathway and its gene- set neighbors involved with

ubiquitin mediated proteolysis. The p27 protein is a cell-cycle inhibitor and tumor
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Figure 5.18: HIV/NEF factor

suppressor. P27 itself is known to be controlled by post-translational degradation

via ubiquitination, captured by our model in Fig. 5.19B.

Using our model we would like to examine the effect of a drug that would disable

TGF-β pathways. Of particular interest is whether compensating pathways appear,

thereby negating the effect of a drug targeting TGF-β. We simulate the disabling of

TGF-β by removing the two TGF-β related pathways in the association graph and

then applying the multiscale factor model on the modified graph. Results of this

analysis show that no new pathways appear among the selected factors, and most of

the pathways involved in cell-cycle deregulation in Fig. 5.19 do not appear. We do

continue to see the ubiquitin proteolysis pathways in Fig. 5.19B. This indicates that

the dependency between p27 ubiquitination and TGF-β is weak and therefore likely

unaffected by the disabling of TGF-β pathways.
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Figure 5.19: TGF-β scaling functions. The intensity of the red/blue nodes cor-
responds to the amount of up/down regulation of the pathways between the two
classes. The size of the node corresponds to the weight of the pathway in the scaling
function. Edges denote connections from the original dependency graph. A. Local
TGF-β related scaling function, also observed as part of a global scaling function
(entire figure). B. The only pathways selected after network damage, i.e. removal of
the TGF-β pathways.

5.3.3 Skp2 and p27 in PC Recurrence

The pathway network identified in the multiscale analysis clearly identifies cell-cycle

deregulation as an important component in understanding PC recurrence. In ad-

dition to the TGF-β pathway, focus on the parts of this network suggest that the

p27 and Skp2 may also be implicated in PC recurrence. While the p27 pathway and

SKP2E2F pathways show modest pathway enrichment, their central position with

respect to the strongly enriched cell-cycle and proteolysis pathways suggest that

these may play a pivotal role. P27 has been previously well-studied in the context

of cell-cycle regulation[173, 174], and primarily acts by inhibiting Cdk1 and Cdk2

from driving cell cycle changes. P27 in turn is known to be primarily regulated

via degradation, of which Skp2 is an important component [175, 176, 177]. Skp2

is an F-box protein and recognition subunit that targets p27 for ubiquitylation and
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subsequent degradation, and is a component of the proteolysis pathway shown in

Fig. 5.19. Furthermore, the inversely correlative behavior of high Skp2 and low p27

has been observed in a number of biological systems, including embryonic stem cells

[178], breast tumors [179], and prostate tumors [180, 181, 182].

Given strong evidence of Skp2 and p27 as predictive markers and a clear func-

tional role in cell-growth, we examine the relationship of Skp2 and p27 to recurrence

in prostate cancer. Because Skp2 operates on p27 in a post-transcriptional way,

mRNA expression levels are unlikely to reveal the anti-correlative behavior of Skp2

and p27 and their impact on recurrence. Therefore, immuno-histochemical (IHC)

experiments were performed to validate whether tumors exhibiting high Skp2 and

low p27 protein expression were associated with a worse patient outcome. We ana-

lyzed data from 32 patients who had clinical follow-up, and who had a least 3 tissue

samples. Of these 32 patients, there are 4 failures (i.e. recurred). IHC data was

reviewed by a pathologist, and scored as an average of the three samples as either

high or low expression. Results of the patient distribution are shown in Table 5.3,

demonstrating a significantly worse outcome for patients with low p27 and high Skp2

(p = .0227, logrank).

No. in group No. recurred

low p27 & high Skp2 12 4

other 20 0

Table 5.3: Patient/Outcome distribution

5.4 Materials

Microarray data used in the training of the prostate cancer recurrence model is

available in GEO with accession number GSE10645. The prostate data used for

validation and pathways analysis come from two independent radical prostatectomy
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series from Washington University (Catalona) and Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer

Center (Memorial). These series are not publicly available.
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6

Conclusion

Biology will increasingly stimulate the creation of qualitatively new realms

of mathematics. Why? In biology, ensemble properties emerge at each

level of organization from the interactions of heterogeneous biological

units at that level and at lower and higher levels of organization (larger

and smaller physical scales, faster and slower temporal scales). New

mathematics will be required to cope with these ensemble properties and

with the heterogeneity of the biological units that compose ensembles at

each level. [183]

The above quote, taken from Joel Cohen’s 2004 PloS Biology essay entitled “Math-

ematics Is Biology’s Next Microscope, Only Better; BIology Is Mathematics’ Next

Physics, Only Better” prefigures the central idea in this thesis, that is, genomic scale

data represents an entirely new frontier for both scientific and mathematical discov-

ery and provides rich opportunities from which both may benefit. Cohen highlights

the importance of scale when thinking about biological systems, and that in terms

of the cell’s mechanistic details, there is no such thing as a ‘one size fits all’ model
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for explaining and describing biology.

A potential casualty from this shift in thinking may be the concept of pathway

which to date has been a precise, directional representation of molecular signaling

and regulation. Pathways, while useful rules of thumb, can also be misleading for the

following reasons: (a) the pathways themselves are incomplete and based on limited

information; (b) pathways are not static, and are likely to change depending on gene

or protein modifications induced by genetic mutations or environmental influences;

and (c) pathways do not operate independently from one another, but instead have

complex, overlapping properties with one another. How to best characterize the

mechanisms of molecular biology remains unclear, although it is becoming increas-

ingly evident that simple pathway descriptors will be inadequate to address the true

complexity of molecular activity. What is clear is that multiple models generated

from multiple data sets, like those articulated in this thesis, will be necessary to

synthesize a more coherent perspective of cancer and other diseases.

The first method presented in this dissertation, the multitask gradient method,

adopts the perspective of a conjoint data analysis predicated on a common discrimi-

native function across multiple data sets (tasks). In addition to learning the common

and independent functions, the method infers the gradients of the functions. These

gradients were used to estimate correlative structure conditioned on a response vari-

able, and were subsequently used to (a) generate eigenfunctions on the common and

task specific features, (b) to compare subspace similarities, and (c) to infer condi-

tional dependencies among the variables. This was applied to several different kinds

of data, with an emphasis on understanding prostate cancer progression. It was dis-

covered that two of the highly covarying genes important to stage transition from

local to metastatic, PLA2G2A and ABCC4, which were later rediscovered in the

analysis of castrate resistant prostate cancer.
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The multitask modeling framework presented in this dissertation represents an

increasingly important class of methods in biological analysis, capable of integrating

diverse and heterogeneous kinds of data into a single model. However, more sophisti-

cated versions of this model are easy to imagine (although non-trivial to implement).

Important future considerations would include more explicit formulations of condi-

tional and marginal probabilities across the various tasks. For example, consider

joining copy-number (CGH) and expression data together as separate tasks. A more

biologically relevant model may model the conditional probability of expression data

given copy number data, i.e.

P (expression|copy number).

Also, the multitask framework currently lacks measurements of uncertainty for the

inferred statistical dependencies. This would be an important extension for evaluat-

ing associations among the variables, and for constructing robust graphical models

and biological networks.

The second method developed in this dissertation is the multiscale modeling

framework for inference of network neighborhoods at difference scales. These neigh-

borhoods – representative as soft clusters or factors – are well-adapted to the ge-

ometry of the data and represent an over-determined set of dictionary functions on

the data. As was shown through a series of experiments, these factors correspond to

an intuitive, multi-scale decomposition of complex molecular or biological networks.

Analytically, these factors provide a robust mechanism for generating hierarchical

groupings of data, analogous to more traditional forms of agglomerative hierarchical

clustering but without the subjective bias that choices of linkage introduce. Also, it

was shown that these factors can produce regression models that are both sparse and

robust in predictive performance - these factors therefore represent an excellent pool

of dictionary functions that reflect relevant geometries of the data across different
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scales.

While the general method of diffusion wavelets was worked out by Maggioni, et

al [23], the novel aspect of this methodology is its extension to problems of regression

and classification, and in applications for analysis of biological networks. Foremost

among the latter is the idea of multiscale pathway analysis. Similar to how ASSESS

[140] extended the concept of gene-set enrichment analysis to the study enrichment

variation over samples, the multiscale pathway technique extends these enrichment

methods to observe pathway activity in the broader context of inter-pathway asso-

ciations. This an important for primarily two reasons. First, many of the genesets

and pathways found in curated databases have significant overlaps between them,

and interpreting the relevance of enriched genesets is facilitated by understanding

their relationship to one another. Secondly, grouping genesets into meta-genesets

has the same benefit as grouping genes into genesets, that is, combining or pooling

related data can improve the signal-to-noise ratio and assist in the interpretability

of the data. This idea was one of the primary motivations for the development of

gene-set enrichment methods originally, and enjoys the same benefit in the multiscale

paradigm.

Several biological insights emerged from the multiscale analysis. When applied to

expression data from metastatic prostate cancer to determine the significant path-

ways differentiating high and low androgen receptor pathway activity, several in-

teresting pathways were identified, including the B-cell receptor (BCR), FAS, G

alpha13, and adrenergic signaling pathway. Upon further inspection of these path-

ways using multiscale analysis on the genes, there appeared to be significant changes

in genes involved with Ca+2 signaling transduction. This is broadly consistent with

the BCR and adrenergic pathways, as well as the differential expression of LYN,

BANK1, Calcineurin (PPP3CA) and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) within these

pathways. These observations, combined with significant differential expression in
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PLA2G2A and ABCC4, led to the hypothesis that these upstream perturbations

affected prostaglandin synthesis - this in turn affects cell motility and angiogenesis

which are hallmarks of metastatic disease.

The second analysis using multiscale pathway analysis on PC recurrent expres-

sion data revealed that pathways governing cell-cycle undergo strong modulation.

Upstream to this process, the TGF-β pathway seems to play an important role, with

potential downstream consequences on cell growth and proliferation. Specific targets

that emerged included p27 and SKP2, and immunohistochemical analysis revealed

that low p27 and high SKP2 correlated with negative outcomes.

Future work in this area is focused on improvements to the multiscale method-

ology, particularly in understanding how uncertainty in the original network con-

tributes to uncertainty or stability of the multiscale factors. For most of the experi-

ments presented in this thesis, the networks were inferred from noisy data. Therefore,

these networks naturally contain a great deal of uncertainty with respect to local de-

pendencies. While the multiscale method is expected to be more robust than other

methods that focus on geodesic or short-path metrics on a graph (this was demon-

strated in the gene ontology experiment in chapter 4), one would still like to know

how robust the multiscale factors are given uncertainty in the graph. Also of interest

is how uncertainty is propagated to the factors across the different scales. It may

be reasonable to predict that as factors proceed from local to global, uncertainty

shrinks. However, this may also depend on whether uncertainty is localized to par-

ticular parts of the graph, or whether it is scattered globally throughout the network.

Both empirical and mathematical descriptions of this behavior is therefore of keen

interest, and will be explored in ongoing research.
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